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YOROI-blp
www.yoroi-blp.com           　　

"blp" is a brand that was started in 2002, for snow accessories including protectors. Convenient,

colorful, unique and fun! A collection that consists of a wide range of Japanese designs is available.
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　 Y O R O I 　 　 P r o l o g u e 

A Protector to evolve the Body & Mind.
Yoroi guard system that the "Japanese
Spirit of Harmony" supports.

Starting with seasons of deep snow, Japan is accentuated with both rich and severe seasonal

conditions. From older times, the Japanese has developed a sense of beauty from taking in

the immerse energy from their natural surroundings that influenced their food, art, religion

and culture.

Japan's armor or "yoroi", also shares the same history of adaptation, crafted from unique

materials such as leather, lacquer, iron, copper, and strap from around the world. The

yoroi's primary purpose was to protect the wearer during combat, but it was also essential

for the armor to be mobile enough for attack. The yoroi was also a motivator for the wearer

in times of combat. Features of the Japanese “yoroi” are not just about its practical aspect,

but also the colors used. It also goes with a unique sense of impermanence that covers all

the seasons such as cherry blossoms in spring, fresh green colors in May, autumn leaves in

autumn etc. It has been said that the color scheme incorporated in armor is an advanced

culture that can’t be achieved except by Japanese people. In a way, the yoroi evolved into

the ultimate active guard that protected both the body and spirit during these times of life

and death.

Traditional armor is what inspired the YUKI-ITA "YOROI"® series for the winter slopes. This

came about by combining the traditional Japanese element of armory with cutting edge

technology and today's adrenaline activities. It absorbs the shock entirely in cloth. Material

is selected considering various body parts, based on their shock absorption priority. The

shock cushioning is achieved based on the relevant body part. In addition, it has

temperature control features, breathability and complete comfort from the cloth that is

used.

The YOROI continues to evolve keeping in mind both beginner and experienced riders. The

YOROI is constantly in development to decrease the risk of injury and to enhance the active

life to its wearers, embodying the Japanese Spirit of Harmony.
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www.yoroi-blp.com

Superior durability and ultralightweight!
Traditional Japanese Yoroi, revived for
the modern age!

In "The whole inner layer acting as a protector" concept, a special honeycomb mesh is used 
for the entire body, which absorbs the shock with the actual clothing material. This is the 
way that this ideal system has been realized. Another fantastic benefit is that it also adjusts 
to body temperature incredibly well. It is often referred to as a super-efficient protector, 
oriented to retain both,performance and stamina. 
* Patent registration number utility model: 3149896

HEART OF  YOROI®PROTECTOR

Protection

Highly-selected materials, in terms of hardness, thickness and raw material, applied to

areas most susceptible to damage.

Layer

By layering different materials, defense, mobility, and comfort are enhanced.

Mobility

Torso with essential organs and vulnerable joints protected with differing parts and

materials.

Uplifted

It is “mononofu” sense of beauty, generated by the admiration of nature and its

beauty, equipment is accentuated with a sense of luck and upliftment.
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(1) At first, points are expanded in the surface by mold.
(2) The PE board receives the shock.
(Only on the backbone and hip center)
(3) Pressure-relieving material changes the shape slowly, according to the body and the amount of shock, and then it does its job to reduce the shock.
(4) Further to this, the honeycomb mesh receives the shock and spreads it out.

● Multi-layer structure that causes impact 
energy dispersion for manifesting the effects
Simultaneous absorption and radiation of shock helps to relieve 
the energy. Theoretically, the energy that's produced on impact 
causes variations in sound and thermal energies. This is precisely 
for absorbing and radiating impact energy, which is vital to 
create a condition in which it is easier to radiate more heat 
and sound. There is a honeycomb layer and pressure-relieving 
material layer which possess excellent ventilation properties, 
helping in a smooth releaseof heat as well as shock mitigation, 
and has a profound effect on relieving the body from direct 
external impact to a significant extent. When the pad and body 
are in direct contact, the impact energy is transmitted to the 
body directly causing an increasingly painful damage. YOROI 
is an ingenious protector that helps the energy to escape not 
just through a single pad, but through the multi-layer structure, 
which comprises of pressure-relieving material and honeycomb 
material, thereby possessing significant characteristic of 
mitigating the impact energy.

Technology

Not just for Winter, but for hot Summers too! Made for all sports to protect the body from shock during the action!

Improved power performance with an ultra-lightweight protector, 
which has excellent ventilation, impact cushioning and flexibility!

■ YOROI Perfect Guard Cross Section

Mesh Guard
Fabric (HD only)

PE-HARD-BOARD
(Center Pad only)

Pressure-relieving 
Material Pad

Special Honeycomb Mesh
(Polyester shock absorption fabric)

Soft Inner Fabric

Impact Image

Mold Pad (EVA)

YOROI Perfect Guard System

Shock absorption experiment laboratory for YUKI-ITA YOROI at the Technology Research Institute of Osaka Prefecture

In "The whole inner layer acting as a protector" concept, a special honeycomb mesh is used for the entire body, which absorbs the shock 
with the actual clothing material. This is the way that this ideal system has been realized. Another fantastic benefit is that it also adjusts 
to body temperature incredibly well. It is often referred to as a super-efficient protector, oriented to retain both, performance and 
stamina.

YOROI® Protector

● Stepwise block absorption from points to surface

As shown in the figure on the left, the cross-sectional view of the pad, which is an important part, is integrated with multi layers and is composed of several 
kinds of materials as in ancient armor. Features are added in order of the parts close to the body, such as a fast drying, sweat absorbing soft inner material 
(the type changes depending on the model), a special honeycomb mesh with a shock absorption function, a pressure-relieving material pad, a PE board 
(back center part and hip center part only), and a mold pad. The mold pad has four types of hardness. The YOROI perfect guard system is an ideal guard 
system that eases the shock from point to surface and performs stage block absorption; this is excellent in breathability, is fast drying, and absorbs sweat 
exceptionally well. The system is comfortable to wear.
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AIRLY PAD

Japanese-made high-performance,
Ultra-deodorant and ultra-sweat-absorbent with quick drying 
"R-CF" material

The complete body pad has been designed to 
make it possible to increase the ventilation holes 
as well as to help the heat escape efficiently.
The POWER series aims at providing thermal 
comfort in not just an EVA pad, but also through 
a PE board by opening the fine ventilation holes 
similar to that of a mold pad.
Good ventilation helps impact energy to escape 
and improves the impact relieving properties.

This season's OH-YOROI model uses ultra-deodorant spandex fabric that is placed in the inner part 
easing perspiration.It may be called a deodorant; however there are several components to the 
protector.
The R-CF material has the effect of a deodorant for the 4 main components that cause the smell from 
perspiration. These components are ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, acetic acid and isovaleric acid. In 
addition, we have chosen a material with excellent elasticity, sweat-absorbency and quick drying 
properties.

KUSABI

There’s more…superior durability 
and ultra-lightweight!
AIRLY

R-CF

Special Honeycomb Mesh

The special honeycomb mesh that we use is 
a modern day version of the ultra-lightweight 
mail ,  often cal led chainmail .  In YUKI- ITA 
YOROI®, chainmail is reproduced with a special 
honeycomb mesh and it protects people by 
dispersing the shock from the point of impact to 
the surface. In addition, there is a layer of air in 
the fiber which regulates the body temperature, 
just like breathing does. In other words, it will 
regulate your temperature based on the weather 
outside. If for example it is hot, it will radiate 
the heat, and if it is cold it will accumulate the 
heat, so your body temperature is always just 
right based on the conditions. There are two 
types; one, which is 4.5mm thick, and the other 
is 2.5mm thick. The 2.5mm thick option mainly 
fulfills the thermoregulatory function. It is made 
of polyester.
What is Chainmail?
Even though the armor made from chains has its 
origins are with the ancient Celts, it is still used 
in all countries throughout the world. It is said 
that even the Ninja and Shinsengumi wore it. In 
Japan, when wearing under clothing, it is said 
that “wearing extra clothes”, so it can be worn 
like a dress, even in modern days, it has been 
found to be useful. After all, flexibility in moving 
and a high level of protection are important 
features.

Low Rebound
This material was developed based on space 
development technology.
● It has an open cell structure (hollow cell): 
This depends on the acceleration of the body 
pressure, just like breathing air goes in and out. 
It has excellent ventilation and you can use it 
throughout the year.
● Body-pressure dispersion: It changes shape 
in line with the body temperature and body 
pressure. It has a great feature which disperses 
the pressure in a way that there is no pressure 
only at a single point. It changes slowly as per 
the body shape, so that you will be relaxed and 
comfortable.

Mold Pad

EVA is molded to fit to the body shape so that it 
fits flexibly and it has the function to moderate 
shock from the outside. There are a total of 
3types of hardness, the soft BR pad (bright 
pad), hard HD pad (hard pad), semi-hard NJ pad 
(Ninja pad), which has mid-level hardness when 
compared to that of the hard pad and soft pad.
The hardness is adjusted by applying the 
appropriate amount of pressure during the 
molding process and with the material being 
used. Depending on the model, the various types 
of pads are available, and you can choose which 
model you want based on your preferences. 
In addition, there is a wedge-shaped pad, and 
due to its shape, it prevents the pad from being 
displaced and coming out. It’s a highly durable 
material.Considering body movements, the 
mold-type pad incorporates many grooves. Due 
to this, the protector is extremely comfortable 
and lightweight, that you might forget you’re 
even wearing it. The fit, which is more superior 
to a flat slice pad, is attributed to the molding of 
the case.

■Hardness Comparison of Material

Ha
rd

10-14°C
12-18°C

15-20°C

Wedge Shaped Pad
By processing the mold pad in the 
form of wedge shape, it prevents 
the cloth from being displaced 
and being raised out at the time of 
wearing it.

▲Special honeycomb mesh▲Chainmail armor

Wetsuit Material

This material has excellent strength and stretch, 
which is also the material used for wetsuits. A 
draping process, rounding and 3D processing is 
also possible, so it fits the body perfectly. It is also 
used for computer cases. Other than its shock 
reducing quality, it is washable, and stretches 
easily amongst other things. In the sporting 
world it has been said that this is an excellent 
material.

EVA Material

This is an extremely soft and flexible material 
with excellent shock absorption qualities. It is 
lightweight and it doesn’t deteriorate with wind, 
rain and even if it’s exposed to ultra-violet rays; 
therefore it’s a highly durable material. EVA 
resin is free of chlorine, which is the same as 
polyethylene. Amazingly, even if it’s incinerated 
it doesn’t generate dioxin; so it’s a completely 
environmentally friendly material. It can also 
withstand low-temperatures really well, as it 
doesn’t become hard, so is perfect for cold 
climates. By molding, the hardness can be 
adjusted.
NBR Material

Nitrile rubber (NBR) is a material, 
which is generally used in making 
aircrafts and automobiles, which 
has high durability and excellent 
water resistance. This material is 
very soft, even in extremely low 
temperatures. It also has excellent 
shock absorbing functions and it 
feels wonderfully soft to the touch.

Titanium Material
The titanium material is extremely 
lightweight and is made from the 
high-quality made-in-japan raw 
material, which is highly durable 
a n d  h a s  g o o d  h e a t  r e t e n t i o n 
properties. The surface is made from 
100% TITAN (titanium) material 
through a sputtering process. 
Titanium is used for the wrists are a 
slightly raised soft fabric to avoid an 
uncomfortable feeling.

Recovery Hook System
A convenient hook that pulls the 
displaced snow wear in place is 
provided. The hooks are located, in 
the case of the jacket, at the front 
lower portion below the sleeves and 
in the case of the pants; they are 
situated at both sides around the 
waist.

Double Arm Strap System
The strap is provided to position 
above and below the elbow, so you 
can keep the pad position in a fixed 
state. In addition, by stimulation of 
the strap, instantaneous force to the 
arm can be expected.
( P a t e n t  R e g i s t r a t i o n  N u m b e r : 
1205648)

There is a myriad of 
ventilation holes in the mold pad, 
which makes it a structure that doesn't 
become stuffy.

Light-weight mold pad
with good ventilation

 absorption

IMPACT

Deodorizes the 4 types of bad odors

ammonia
（One of the 
components 
found in raw 

sewage odor and 
perspiration）hydrogen 

sulfide
Manure odor

isovaleric 
acid

Foot odor, 
microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration

acetic acid
Microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration
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BY RECYCLING COFFEE WASTE

The Japanese mind

What are the Benefits of Using a Waist 
Belt?

The biggest selling point of "YOROI" is its high 
impact cushioning property that protects 
athletes from shock and reduces the risk of 
injury. The material has been specifically chosen 
so that the whole garment absorbs the impact 
and considers the priority of the body part that 
is in need of impact cushioning, which means 
that the particular body part that is in need 
of cushioning is protected by the garment. It 
also provides a temperature control function 
based on environmental physiology such as 
ventilation properties. The garment is made for 
ease of movement, which does not interfere 
with the athletes’ performance, and YOROI can 
be described as a high-performance protector 
with superior durability and ultra-light clothing 
providing excellent comfort. 
The key concepts of the appearance of YOROI 
as a super-efficient protector are its high 
impact-cushioning property, ventilation and 
comfort as described above. However, there 
is a background concept that should not be 
overlooked. It is the Japanese mind.
Throughout history, we have seen that mind 
signifies culture. The term "YOROI" (armor) was 
born in the spiritual culture of the Samurai, 
which is also known as the pillar of Japanese 
culture, and is a symbol of the historic culture 
that has been evolved and developed to 
protect the lives of the Samurai. The protector 
with the image of armor hides in it the history 
and culture that is invisible to the eye and has 
the Japanese mind affixed to it. What appears 
to the eye need not necessarily exist in its 
physical form. 
Those that are invisible, be it culture, history, or 
in other words, the mind, are the ones that get 
affixed. The heart of Japan lies in the concept of 
the Japanese mind that flows from the depth of 
"YOROI". 

（Excerpt from　"Proposal of the basic concepts 
related to functional improvement of YOROI", 
Professor Shingo Oda, Faculty of Health and Well-
being, Kansai University）

Consideration
 for the Environment
As these sports are all about nature, we 
think about the environment too.

What is trunk?
Trunk is a generic name for muscles that stabilize 
the axis of body. These muscles exclude the head, 
hands and legs. The trunk includes the backbone, 
which controls the movement of many muscles. 
It is an important part of the body, which controls 
most of the functions. The trunk muscles are 
mainly divided into two parts, front trunk muscles 
including the abdominal rectus muscle, transverse 
abdominal muscle, oblique abdominal muscle and 
greater pectoral muscle, and back trunk muscles, 
including the back muscles, erector muscle of 
spine and trapezius muscles. The state is referred 
to as abdominal pressure in which these muscles 
work and take pressure on the abdominal cavity. 
They also stabilize the internal movement, and 
you can maintain the natural curve of the spine. If 
the trunk is stable, legs and hands can be used to 
balance the body and due to this you will be less 
likely to get injured. Ultimately it leads to increased 
performance. These muscles are not just important 
to athletes, but to regular people too. If they 
strengthen their trunk muscles properly, it can lead 
to the prevention of lower back pain, and can also 
be useful to prevent unexpected injuries.
A good fitting wide belt from YUKI-ITA YOROI® 
protector series is made up of wetsuit material. 
It stabilizes the trunk by increasing abdominal 
pressure and assisting these abdominal muscles to 
work at their best. You can say that, when the belt 
is tightened and one puts in all his spirit, it leads to 
the samurai spirit.

Considering the performance aspect and the 
cost aspect, to have completely environmentally 
friendly material is quite a challenge. However, 
we mostly use a material, which generally 
doesn’t generate dioxin. Most of the material of 
YOROI protector is made up of plastic fibers and 
there is a slight emission of dioxin during the 
combustion process at disposal facilities.
A special featured fiber, S.Cafe is used, made by 
recycling the remains of coffee after dripping, in 
some of the YOROI series like OH-YOROI series.

● Board part, honeycomb mesh part: Even 
after the incineration of PE (polyester), it doesn’t 
generate dioxin.
● Mold pad part: EVA material has excellent 
ozone resistance, climate resistance and heat 
resistance. It also has high recycling efficiency 
and dioxin doesn’t occur even after it’s burned as 
waste. This is an extremely eco-friendly material 
to the global environment.
● Low rebound: Polyurethane, derived from 
crude oil, is utilized for various purposes. When it 
becomes waste, it is utilized effectively and used 
as an energy source. It’s nitrogen contents are 
also less than to the natural products such as silk, 
wool, when compared and even the generation 
of toxic gas, if burned at appropriate facilities 
and in the right conditions, is far less than the 
natural products.
● Super stretch part:
It is also the same material as polyurethane, 
which generates a very small amount of toxic gas 
during combustion, at the processing facilities.

Recycle 
Coffee Fabric

It is a special feature fiber made from 
recycling coffee remains after dripping.
In the process of coffee roasting, even without 
performing any special after-processes, due to 
changes in the chemical structure, naturally this 
material has functions like sweat absorption, 
quick drying, deodorization and UV-cut. It is 
a completely new environmentally friendly 
fiber with high functionality. Besides this, it is 
also manufactured in the factory, which has 
acquired the BLUESIGN® authorization, which 
states that the manufacturing process of coffee 
fiber is environmentally and people friendly. As 
the beans, which should be discarded after use, 
are reused and recycled for the cloth by using a 
special technology, this makes it an extremely 
environmentally friendly material.

Excellent sweat absorption and 
quick drying properties
The moisture discharged from the 
skin is quickly dispersed and the 
speedy drying of the skin surface 
is possible. Even after washing and 
long-term use the quality stays the 
same.

Odor control
Coffee grounds in fibers absorb 
body odors and in the process of 
washing, it releases the absorbed 
odor. This effect is long lasting.

Trunk Support Design
It firmly supports the trunk as you’re 
able to tighten the waist belt to fit 
properly.  By keeping the correct 
posture, the flow of neurotransmission 
f o r c e  i s  e x p e c t e d  w h i c h  i n  t u r n 
increases safety.

Standing posture is  quite important for 
athletes, and they have to adjust their normal, 
everyday way of standing. The athlete who 
stands by extruding his hip or pelvic region 
in front, constricting his chest by bringing his 
shoulders forward and hunching mildly with his 
back rounded cannot exert high performance. 
"The way of standing" considered to be basic 
movement of an athlete must be "comfortable". 
Achieving “comfortable” means not using futile 
muscles as far as possible. “Standing" vertically 
from the ground helps achieve this. The whole 
head is pulled slightly backward (the ear hole 
and shoulder should be in line with each other), 
however,the jaw should not be pulled tightly 
and the chin should be slightly protruding 
outwards. The shoulders should be positioned 
such that it is neither thrust forward nor pulled 
back, but in a neutral position and held loosely. 
Those with a tilted pelvis may find that their 
pelvis naturally tilts forward in their neutral 
way of standing. It should be noted that the 
hip joint is "externally rotated" and the knees 
and toes should be slightly outward facing. 
In this posture, when the hands are raised 
forward towards the left and right, it is possible 
to achieve smooth movements with almost no 
effort or resistance. The way of standing is such 
that the pelvis is positioned slightly behind, 
ensuring that the pelvis is just above the heel (or 
the ankle). On externally rotating the upper arm 
with this position of the pelvis, unconsciously, 
the shoulder is within the neutral position and 
the chest seems to be stretched, however, the 
chest is not expanded consciously. This posture 
is called the neutral state in a standing posture. 
The shoulders’ and pelvis’ neutral standing 
position that are mentioned above work in 
close conjunction with each other.

The freely adjustable girth enables the athlete 
to adjust the fastening of the belt according 
to individual's waist size and pelvic angle, 
providing the proper abdominal pressure and 
aids in attaining the neutral pelvic position. In 
ancient Japan, there was a physical technique of 
sending the vital energy to the abdomen, which 
may be closely associated with maintaining 
proper abdominal pressure and formation 
of a neutral pelvic position. The YOROI waist 
belt, with its function of pulling the abdominal 
and pelvic sensations, establishes lower-trunk 
posture, leading to superior performance.
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FX EASY GAURD
 AIRLY JR

Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry-sponsored

No worries for mom! ！
Hip guard for outdoor play!

Not stuffy! Cool! Easy-to-wear hip pad

Huge hit for outdoor play, all year round!

Falling is fun, as it doesn't hurt!

SODE PANTS TAIL

Ayako Kamata

CYBORG PROTECTOR

Ventilation is achieved by opening 
a myriad of holes in the body and 
shock absorption pads which have 
a diameter of around 2.5mm

pad with holes

 absorption

IMPACT

Water droplet

 with holes

Kids Design Award

Women’s model

For kids and juniors

This is a model for aggressive women riders, 
which has specially made cuttings and pads in 
order to fit the female body perfectly.

The request for products for kids and juniors has 
been increasing every year. Globally, wearing 
a protector is now becoming the norm. For 
precious kids, we came up with these great 
products by considering various points.

Grow-up system
When kids are growing up, first they grow taller 
and then they fill out. By considering these 
characteristics of growing kids, we’ve created 
a revolutionary system, in which just by a 
recombination of the joint parts, it will always fit 
perfectly to the bodies of growing kids.
* Utility Model Registration No. 3149896

C y b o r g  f r e e 
customization system

We have adopted a free customization 
system i.e. a cyborg alpha series, which can 
be customized to fit the body shape and the 
exercise routines of riders. It is a revolutionary 
system where the position of all the pads can 
be freely adjusted. In the case of the jacket, the 
shoulder pads, the upper arms, elbows, and 
spine, and in the case of the pants, pads at the 
center, hip, side and knees, can all be changed.
(Utility model registration No. 3149896)

Washable clean protectors

YOROI® protectors are extremely clean as even 
if you perspire, you can wash it by hand. In 
addition to this, a protective net for laundry is 
also provided, so that you can also use it in the 
washing machine on a hand-wash cycle. After 
washing, it needs to be dried in the shade.

Storage bag
Depending on the model, a PU bag 
for storage is also provided. You 
can use it when you go out for a 
trip or also store it at home.

You can also wash YOROI® protectors at home. Using the washing net, which is 

provided with the product, wash it in the washing machine on a hand-wash cycle. You 

should handle the protector carefully, as shown below. Careful handling will mean 

that you will be able to use the product for longer.

We recommend that you use a natural detergent such as Emal or Acron. Please do not use bleach, as 
it may cause yellowing of the fabric or even cause damage to material.

Basically hand washing is recommended, but you may also wash it with a slow water flow using the 
net. When you wash in the washing machine, rather than washing it with lots of other garments, we 
recommend that you should wash it alone and put it in the net.

Nowadays drum-type washing machines with dryer functions are more popular, but do not dry the 
product in the dryer.Mostly our protectors are made from polyurethane or synthetic rubber material 
to improve the elasticity; a basic aspect to dry it in a well-ventilated room or to dry it naturally 
in the shade.Due to the high heat of dryers, it may cause damage to the protectors, such as the 
polyurethane fiber and rubber parts become hard or the fabric may even shrink etc.

(1) Take a bucket containing warm water around 30oC with the right amount of detergent 
and whisk.
(2) Soak it completely in the soapy water and gently wash it by rubbing it.
(3) After rubbing, wash it again and remove the dirt gently with the foam of the detergent 
solution, especially the collar and sides, and particularly the parts where you perspire.
(4) Finally, after rubbing it again and washing it several times, drain the water by pressing 
the protector.

(1) Pour warm water in a bucket and rub it several times and wash off the detergent. Rinse 
the protector several times and then by folding the protector, gently drain the water.
(2) Put the rinsed protector in the net bag and then place it in the washing machine and 
drain the water gently for about 30 seconds to 1 minute. Please drain off the water from the 
rinsed protector as soon as possible.
(3) After spinning, take it out of the washing machine, smooth out the wrinkles and return 
it to its original shape.

Put the jacket and pants on hangers, and dry in a well-ventilated room.
When drying, do not use a dryer, let it dry naturally.

The key of washing is not to damage the fiber.
If you wash your protectors as instructed, and considering the special 
features of the delicate material, you’ll be able to use it for years to 
come.

Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

● How to choose a detergent

● Caution when washing in a washing machine

● Do not use a dryer

● How to wash your product by hand

● Summary

Washing

Rinse and spin

How to dry

HOW TO WASH
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In order to enjoy snow sports safely, you should know how to prevent 
injuries and countermeasures
After going through the ski boom in the late 1980s and the snowboard boom in the 1990s, in recent years each ski area has changed drastically. 
Now areas are created to compete for skills such as jump, rail, half pipe, box and more, and the way that people enjoy these sports has also 
changed. Due to these, injuries during snow sports and skiing are also diversified and therefore, there is also a need for a change in the way 
things are done to prevent the accidents. In Switzerland, there is a survey which shows that the percentage of people, whose safety awareness 
has increased after injuries, is on the rise. 
Now, all over the world, attention is focused on safety measures including usage of protector.
As a pioneer of snow sports protector we also think about the importance of protector and 
the ways to reduce the risk of injury.
With a little prevention and a bit of effort, the risk of injury can be greatly reduced. 
Furthermore, by using the protectors, even if you fall, you can reduce the pain considerably,
 and you may be able to continue trying for a number of times, in a way that you can hone your 
skills in very short period.

Rules in competitions and on ski slopes…
(1) FIS(INTERNATIONAL SKI FEDERATION) Competition Equipment Standards & Commercial
In marking standard 2012/2013, in all events, the use of protector is recommended. 
In addition, for children under the age of 12, it has also been stated that they should use
 a back protector.
(2) In National Ski Safety Measures Council, in snow sports safety standards, under 
the obligation using snow park, it has been clearly stated to wear a helmet and other necessary armor.

FOR　SKI
According to ski area injuries report (data for 2012/2013 season) published by Japan Ski 
Safety Measures Council, leg injuries during ski are highest and the cause is getting hurt with 
the edge or stock when they fall their own, mostly due to failure of trick or fall during sliding. 
The second most common is collision with others and it is to be noted that the percentage 
skiers is more than snowboarding. In skiing, when you lose control and runaway, then fall 
down with courage as soon as possible. The safest way to fall down is on sideways with either 
of your left or right butt, if possible, bring you both feet together. If your speed increases, you 
will be scare to fall down and will not be able to fall. When you feel dangerous, just fall down 
and stop when you have some time to do so.Also, at this time, protector will help to absorb 
the impact received after fall.

A family, whose three generations enjoy skiing and 

snowboarding. (Mr. Shirai) The family love to have YOROI.

ENJOYING SAFELY
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Be Careful while Jumping
(1) Jumping

If you do not jump in a well-balanced state, then it is impossible 

for you to have a correct posture later on. So it is very important for 

you to make proper jumping from the beginning itself.

(2) Landing

By considering, that the shock is more if you land where the angle 

of landing surface is near to the horizontal level; unless you have 

much confidence, avoid the jump on hard horizontal surface.

Angle of the board at the time of landing:

When landing on the compacted snow, align the angle of the 

board to the angle of the slope as much as possible. Also, when 

landing from the tail, force to rotate is more likely to occur due to 

its reaction and you may lose your balance.

FOR　SNOWBOARD
Edited and quotation from clinical magazine "Orthopedics surgery"
Dr. Kota Watanabe of the Department of orthopedic surgery, Sapporo Med. School, Japan (official doctor for 
team Japan during the Vancouver Olympics)　

Snowboarding is enjoyed through different variations of the sport including free style competition with mid-air 
tricks and spins as well as cross course, alpine style riding. But with both feet boarded to the board at all times, 
riders are susceptible to injury such as broken bones and torn ligaments from impact. In free style events, head, 
elbow, arm, spine and leg injuries, where in alpine events, upper and lower body injuries including lower thighs 
and wrists are very common. Especially in free style events, injuries due to mislanding and hard falls are increasing. 
By being aware of such injuries and taking proper protection, one can safely enjoy snowboarding.

 

Learn the Safe Falling Method
If you learn the correct way of falling, in advance, the risk of injury 

can be reduced, ultimately; it will help to reduce the fear as well.

(1) In the event of falling backwards, tuck your body inwards and 

curl your back, lifting your head up to prevent impact behind the 

head.

(2) When falling forward, fall down knees -rst and spread arms 

apart shoulder length to brace the impact. In any case, lift the 

board up from surface to prevent dragging of the board.

(3) When landing a jump, it is important to land with good balance, 

adjusting the board to the slope of the surface. Landing with the 

tail of the board -rst will make you lose balance.

Protectors are mandatory gear for safe riding

Understanding falling procedures may not be enough until you actually become accustomed to it. Even experienced riders get injuries. 

This being said, protectors guarding the upper body is often favorable to these riders.

By wearing a protective suit with good mobility, one can further enjoy snow sports.

●Falling forward ●Falling backward

ENJOYING SAFELY
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PRO RIDERS
MESSAGE FROM

Eri Yanetani

Shinichi Watanabe

Torino & Vancouver Olympics, Snowboard Giant Slalom
Japanese Representative Athlete

Nagano Olympic, Half-Pipe
Japanese Representative Athlete

I’d like to give you some advices to avoid injury from falling. First of all, 
“Don’t try to brace impact with arms when falling forward.” Otherwise, 
you'll hurt your wrist. “When you fall with speed, bend your knees and 
keep your board away from the snow surface.” Otherwise, you’ll hit the 
snow surface very hard and you may hurt your ankles or knees. Please 
be aware of these indispensable notes and enjoy your riding with safety 
protector like YOROI!!

To enjoy snowboarding, you have to be careful and protect yourself from injuries. Falling occurs in this sport 
especially when you make progress. YOROI keeps you away from serious shocks. Although sense of security with the 
protector improves my mentality when riding, I always keep in mind to stretch before and after boarding to take care 
of myself and to alleviate any fatigue. Now I can continue the happiness that is snowboarding.

Kentaro Yoshioka
Alpine Pro Rider 

You’ll see yourself completely new, when you are boarding with YOROI! 
You can challenge yourself with something new from the sense of security 
by wearing the armor. If you are hesitant of the next level, try YOROI. Let’s 
go! Protectors for life!! 

Shouko Miyatake
ALPINE Pro Rider

I have been using these protectors for the last two seasons. Before that I was practicing without them. I am 
practicing at my best personal speed at Alpine snowboarding, which competes for speed. While practicing, I fell 
several times on my back and hurt it many times. Now that I’m using YOROI protector, I can protect myself and 
have a great, high-quality practice. Just by wearing a protector, I can slide with all my strength!! As it has high 
functionality and it does not resist my movement, it has now become an essential item for me.

Taketo Kizaki
SBX Pro Rider 

Good judgment is especially important during times of 
enjoyment. It's not uncommon for people to get hurt by 
getting ahead of themselves riding, whether it is from the 
influence of experienced riders around them or the exciting 
atmosphere, especially when riding with friends. A day 
is spoiled when injured. So keep calm and analyze your 
performance while riding, and end your day on the slopes with 
a good note.
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Hikaru Takizawa

Kimiobu Sugiyama

SS/HP Pro Snowboarder

Sugiyama Ski & Snow Sports School Principal

As this protector fits the body perfectly, even if you 
miss landing in jump or half pipe, it securely protects 
you so it is very safe. Also this feeling of safety boosts 
your confidence when you try your next level of 
tricks. When you wear YOROI protector, it keeps 
you warm and it resists your body getting colder. It 
prevents you from getting cold on snowy days or on 
colder completion fields.
 This protector is friendly to your body and mind as 
well.

When snowboarding, I always slide with confidence by wearing YOROI 
protector. When I first saw the YOROI, it looked as if it was going to be very 
uncomfortable to move. However, on the contrary, it was very comfortable; it 
fits me perfectly and allows me to move with ease, so I can practice my skills 
with peace of mind. For me, the sense of security that wearing a protector 
gives me is very important and I can practice the skills without any hesitation. 
As it is divided into many small pads, bending and stretching is very easy, with 
absolutely no discomfort while wearing the protector. As I said it fits perfectly 
so I can do my best in competitions comfortably. I love YOROI protectors the 
most. I really want you all to try wearing YOROI protectors and enjoy sliding.

Towards the future standards!
This is a protector that will allow people to enjoy snow sports more safely and securely. In Europe and 
America, not only racers but also many ordinary people are using it too.
If you talk about the upper body protector, then many people assume that it is an exaggeration. But it’s 
not. To avoid the risk of injury, there is no other product that has such excellent safety features. "YOROI 
Backbone Guard " has a very hard pad and guards you from shock if you fall or collide. Moreover, due to its 
perfect fitting, there are no worries about the imbalance of fashionable dressing.

Ayako Kamata
Junior SP/SS Pro Rider

Ryuta Tanaka
SS/HP Pro Snowboarder

I have been using YOROI protector from the Year 12-13 
season. When I saw the YOROI protector for the first time, 
I felt as if it looked very uncomfortable and I thought that 
it would resist my movements. But actually when I wore 
it, it was not the case at all. It fits my body perfectly, it 
does not limit my movements and I can slide as usual. In 
competitions, injuries are likely to happen, but if you’re 
scared about injuring yourself, you won’t be able to do 
anything. But you can avoid these injuries. By wearing 
YOROI protector, you can securely enjoy snowboarding at 
the fullest. Really try it at least once and see how it feels.
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大鎧 POWER

Eri Yanetani

★ Improved pad placement area

★ Use of ultra-deodorant and ultra-sweat-absorbent and quick drying spandex fabric manufactured in Japan

★ Longer length helps the torso belt to fit firmly on the hip

★ With shock absorption intact, ventilation is improved by opening a myriad of small holes in the pad body and PE board

★ Mold pad is lighter in weight and has improved ventilation properties due to its surface being made from a mesh material

OH-YOROI
Based on the concept "The whole inner layer acting as a protector", the Japanese traditional armor “YOROI” 
was revived for the modern world. Special honeycomb not only absorbs shock but also adjusts the body 
temperature in order to breathe. It is ultra-lightweight, comfortable to wear and has good cutting for easy 
movements. A system with patent acquisition is now on board. The whole OH-YOROI series has joint function 
and it also corresponds to more active movements.  Products of real intention are gathered here!

*Patent Registration No. 1221420

Nobunaga Oda, who was said to be a great soldier, was performing "Atsumori" in Noh play always right before the 

battle. It is said that he was breathing with his core muscles in his body and by controlling his mind, he gained his 

victories.

column Japanese Spirit of Harmony
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大鎧 POWER TUNAGI 2&1
YR565  size ： W ,M , L , XL   color ： BLK     本体価格￥46,800 （税込￥50,544）

セパレート
OK！

ジャケット

パンツ

A large-size model increases the 
area of the back pad and also 
increases more protected areas.

DIAMOND PAD

Mold center hip pad 
that is wider.

YOROI perfect guard system available in a single suit system. Fits on excellent range of motion, giving you perfect fit and protection.
Customization feature allows jacket and pants to separate easily enabling users to freely choose their style according to the weather and
situation. By combining the jacket and pants into the 2 & 1 style, mobility and fit of gear is improved, eliminating uncomfortable shifts of leg
wear. Our toughest OH-YOROI model with knee and elbow protectors! When it comes to mobility and fit, this season has seen a dramatic 
improvement in the ventilation properties as well as being extremely lightweight. (Mesh has been used in even the laminate material of the 
pad) Surface protection of the hip pad has been increased with the new molding die. The Japanese mind. A structure that achieves a better 
sense of balance through its trunk support belt. Moreover, a large-size model increases the area of the back pad and also increases more 
protected areas. 

D e t a c h a b l e 
trunk support 
belt

BLK
BACK

FRONT

KUSABI

くさび形

There is a myriad of 
ventilation holes in the mold pad, 
which makes it a structure that doesn't 
become stuffy.

Light-weight mold pad
with good ventilation

 absorption

IMPACT
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大鎧 POWER  JACKET
YR 541  size ： W, M, L, XL  color ： BLK　  
In ancient Japan, turtle shell was thought to have brought good fortune. Our turtle shell designed pads are attached in order to protect knees,
elbows and shoulders. A 3-D hemisphere pad is attached to fit and protect the upper arm. The cutting of pads around the shoulders doesn’t

obstruct even the most active movement. Use of ultra-deodorant and ultra-sweat-absorbent and quick drying spandex fabric manufactured in 
Japan.Quick Dry! Let's use All season,all sport!

BACK

大鎧  POWER VEST
YR 556　size ： W・M・L・XL　color ： BLK   
Extremely popular OH-YOROI vest type!

YOROI perfect guard system vest with 2.5mm (front) and 4.5mm (back) honeycomb special mesh fabric. Difference of the

thickness of the material gives you proper protection and easiness to wear. 

KUSABI

くさび形

KUSABI

くさび形

Diamond pad for 
large size

A large-s ize model 
i n c r e a s e s  t h e  a r e a 
of the back pad and 
also increases more 
protected areas.

Built-in PE
board to the
center

With the recovery hook,
posture can be adjusted
immediately

Deodorizes the 4 types of bad odors

ammonia
（One of the 
components 
found in raw 

sewage odor and 
perspiration）hydrogen 

sulfide
Manure odor

isovaleric 
acid

Foot odor, 
microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration

acetic acid
Microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration

Deodorizes the 4 types of bad odors

ammonia
（One of the 
components 
found in raw 

sewage odor and 
perspiration）hydrogen 

sulfide
Manure odor

isovaleric 
acid

Foot odor, 
microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration

acetic acid
Microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration

There is a myriad of 
ventilation holes in the mold pad, 
which makes it a structure that doesn't 
become stuffy.

Light-weight mold pad
with good ventilation

 absorption

IMPACT

Diamond pad for 
large size

A large-s ize model 
i n c r e a s e s  t h e  a r e a 
of the back pad and 
also increases more 
protected areas.W i t h  t h e 

recovery hook,
posture can be 
adjusted
immediately
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大鎧 POWER LONG PANTS 大鎧 POWER SHORT PANTS
YR 521  size ： W, M,  L,  XL   color ： BLK     YR 516　size ： W,M, L, XL　color ： BLK

The detachable trunk support belt 
passes to the bottom of the center pad 
and prevents displacement.

大鎧 ELBOW PROTECTOR“TITAN”

大鎧 KNEE PROTECTOR“TITAN”

YR 552　size ： FREE　color ： BLK

YR 551 　size ： FREE・W-S　color ： BLK 

Detachable trunk support belt is provided at the bottom of the hip pad center portion. Awareness of the trunk improves the sense of balance 

and concentration.

ELBOW KNEE

 FREE SIZE W-S SIZE

The detachable 
trunk support belt

Mold center hip pad 
that is wider

Mold center hip pad that 
is wider

Deodorizes the 4 types of bad odors

ammonia
（One of the 
components 
found in raw 

sewage odor and 
perspiration）hydrogen 

sulfide
Manure odor

isovaleric 
acid

Foot odor, 
microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration

acetic acid
Microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration

OH-YOROI JOINT SYSTEM
This is an extremely convenient

system only for OH-YOROI type,

which joins the jacket and pants

easily with the parts provided.

Even with movement it can’t get

separated. Both the jacket and 

the pants have these parts.

Titanium fiber is used in the
ligament guard portion!

Available in 2 SIZES: W-S, FREE

The turtle shell mold pad wraps around the elbow and knee.

The magic body (with Velcro) can fit most body types.

Titanium fiber is used to protect the ligaments. Heatretaining

properties are also excellent.
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With the recovery hook, posture can

be adjusted immediately.

AIRLY

AIRLY

AIRLY

AIRLY SERIES
FOR ALL SEASON, ALL SPORTS!!

YOROI AIRLY VEST

YOROI AIRLY SHORT

A highly breathable, lightweight and comfortable even if you sweat! The Protector for shock absorption is perfect for any sport!

YS 555　size ： W・S・M・L・XL　color ： BLK　

YS 515　size ： W・S・M・L・XL　color ： BLK　
Comfowrap is used for body.

For back, honeycomb material and for

entire body, comfowrap is used.

The product helps protect you when you’re involved in any aggressive movements, whether you’re on the ski-slopes, when 
you’reskating or off-trail in balancing type sports, horse riding, doing judo or any contact sports, motorbike, cycling or even 
climbing.Whatever active sport you’re doing, it will not only prevent injury but it also reduces pain drastically should you fall.

Trunk
support

KUSABI

Wedge-
shape

Trunk
support

KUSABI

Wedge-
shape

Sweat-absorbent
quick-drying

Sweat-absorbent
quick-drying
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With the recovery hook, posture can

be adjusted immediately.

YOROI AIRLY JACKET 
YS 540　size ： M・L・XL　

color ： BLK　

4.5mm honeycomb is used

for the back. Comfowrap is

used for the front and arms.
With the recovery hook, posture can
be adjusted immediately.

Pad is used for the shoulder and elbow, and HD is used for everything else.

Ha
rd

℃

℃

Ventilation to Mold 
Pad!
Mesh with Excellent
Stretch and Ventilation!

By making a number of large and small ventilation holes on the

mold pad, it is especially cool in spring and summer!!

"Comfowrap" is created by performing a unique

Hydrophilic process and retaining the special

characteristics of ordinary pressure cationic dye yarn

"A.H.Y." of Mitsubishi Rayon Co., Ltd. This has

excellent washing resistance, which means that even

after washing repeatedly, the functions like waterabsorption

as well as quick-dry actually last longer.

We are currently carrying out research on

enhancing the products performance by

conducting the drop test as well.

Photo: Technology Research Institute of Osaka Prefecture; Product Reliability
and Human Life Science Section, laboratory study using experimental machine
for packing and vibrational impacting.

AIRLY Trunk
support

KUSABI

Wedge-
shape

Sweat-absorbent
quick-drying
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      鎧 SERIES 

Shinichi Watanabe

Improved power performance with an ultra-lightweight protector, which has excellent ventilation, impact 

cushioning and flexibility!

Not just for Winter, but for hot Summers too! Made for all sports to protect the body from shock during the action!

column Japanese Spirit of Harmony

Mesh Guard
Fabric (HD only)

PE-HARD-BOARD
(Center Pad only)

Pressure-relieving 
Material Pad

Special Honeycomb Mesh
(Polyester shock absorption fabric)

Soft Inner Fabric

Impact Image

Mold Pad (EVA)

There is a myriad of 
ventilation holes in the mold pad, 
which makes it a structure that doesn't 
become stuffy.

Light-weight mold pad
with good ventilation

 absorption

IMPACT

In 'The Book of Five Rings' written by Musashi Miyamoto, an expert Japanese swordsman, there is a phrase, which means, "To thrust a chin 
forward". In this instance chin actually means the lower jaw, and the angle of it if we put an imaginary line connecting the earhole and the nose 
hole parallel to the ground. In Kendo, which is the Japanese art of fencing, it is said that you should look at your opponent as if you are looking at 
a distant mountain. This look considering the angle of the face as a base is called a distant mountain look, or Enzan look. Even in racing, when you 
look beyond your goal in this way, it is possible to run through and reach your goal without exerting much strength.  
Moreover, there is a paragraph which says "Make your eyes slightly narrower than usual and look　in a relaxed way. You should make your eyes of 
vision strong and the actual looking eyes weak" in "The Book of Water". Here "Eyes of vision" means a Japanese spirit of mind. Although the ability 
of recognizing a fast moving object is extremely important, it is better to say that there should be a strong ability of "visualization" rather than 
saying to have a high ability of moving the eyes faster. Look beyond
the opponent with "Eye of vision", as if you're looking at a distant mountain, and focus the mind's eye on the opponent's movement. 
As mentioned in 'The Book of Five Rings', it means, "To look at the surrounding as if looking into the distance". It is a look to focus the mind's eye 
on the same place where "The looking eye" focuses. This look identifies what character is written there, what color it has and whether it is red or 
yellow…basically it is a look that mainly identifies the field of vision based on the color and shape i.e. the physical appearance. In snowboarding 
or skiing, when you are rotating at high-speed, the poles and flags approach at high speeds and if you try to look at each and every pole with "The 
looking eye", the rotation becomes slow as the poles and flags ahead of it become invisible. The "Eye of vision" should be strong enough to feel the　
surroundings and to bring a distant target into view while sliding.
(Excerpt from　"Proposal of the basic concepts related to functional improvement of YOROI", Professor Shingo Oda, Faculty of Health and Well-
being, Kansai University)
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      鎧 POWER SERIES

BACK

FRONT

YOROI POWER JACKET
YR 611　size ： W・S・M・L・XL　color ：  NJB・CAMO　

KUSABI

くさび形

YOROI POWER LONG 
YR 711　size ： W・S・M・L・XL
color ： NJB・CAMO

YR 811　size ：W・ S・M・L・XL　
color ：  NJB・CAMO　

YOROI POWER VEST

YOROIPOWER SHORT

YR 511　size ： W・S・M・L・XL　color ：  NJB・CAMO　

■Hardness Comparison of Material

Ha
rd

10-14°C
12-18°C

15-20°C

2.5mm thick special honeycomb mesh used in front,

4.5mm in back, the difference of thickness in the front

and back produce better protection efficiency.

Firmly supports the trunk by tightening the 
waist belt. By keeping the correct posture, the
flow of neurotransmission force can be 
expected and therefore it increases safety.

2.5mm thick special honeycomb mesh used in front,

4.5mm in back, the difference of thickness in the front

and back produce better protection efficiency.

Built-in PE
board to the
center
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YOROI POWER JACKET
YR 611　size ： W・S・M・L・XL　color ：  NJB・CAMO　

KUSABI

くさび形

YOROI POWER LONG 
YR 711　size ： W・S・M・L・XL
color ： NJB・CAMO

YR 811　size ：W・ S・M・L・XL　
color ：  NJB・CAMO　

YOROI POWER VEST

YOROIPOWER SHORT

YR 511　size ： W・S・M・L・XL　color ：  NJB・CAMO　

鎧 POWER SERIES

■Hardness Comparison of Material

Ha
rd

10-14°C
12-18°C

15-20°C

Built-in PE
board to the
center
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Recommended for slim type wear!!
YOROI FITTER JACKET

YOROI FITTER LONGYOROI FITTER SHORT

YR 035　size ： W・M・L・XL　color ：  NJB　

YR 032　size ：S・M・L・XL　color ：  NJB　YR 034　size ： W・S・M・L・XL　color ：  NJB　

Eri Yanetani

MENS
FRONT

MENS
BACK

LADYS
FRONT

KUSABI

くさび形

鎧 LT FITTER SERIES

■Hardness Comparison of Material

Ha
rd

10-14°C
12-18°C

15-20°C

This is very simple jacket in which NJB spandex fabric is used and the front pad is 
removed. It has 2.5mm honeycomb light mesh and honeycomb light shock absorption 
system is used for the back.

NJB body: It is a completely new fabric, which is used for the entire body with glossy tiny polka dots film on the BLK 
background. It is an exceptionally thin material with brilliant stretching qualities.。

2.5mm honeycomb

mesh is used for the

back.

It is a short tail type considering the balance
with the hip pad.

Spandex fabric is used for the entire body and YOROI pads are attached to it. It fits well with good waist cutting, that you’ll definitely want to wear. It is also 
recommended for slim type wear.

Built-in PE board to
the center

★ Ladies pad is
included in the ladies
product (W)
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BACK PROTECTOR  SERIES

A minimal guard system with complete control of movement and magnificent fitting was realized. For the back center, there 
is a BR pad, for the back sideways,there is a good cushioned wet material pad that has been designed, and for the inner side 
waist portion, three elastic bars are used. It firmly supports the waist and adjusts with the body movement smoothly, even in 
the case of significant twisting of the body. The thick waist belt can be tightened as much as you want. 

YOROI BACK BONE GUARD “POWER”
YR 562　size ：S-M・M-L　color ：  NJB/RED　

BACK

BACK

Improved power performance with an ultra-lightweight protector, 

which has excellent ventilation, impact cushioning and flexibility!

This season's BACK BONE model uses ultra-deodorant spandex 

fabric that is placed in the inner part easing perspiration.

Elastic bar to support 
the lumbar

If you talk about the upper body protector, then many people assume that it is an 

exaggeration. But it’s not. To avoid the risk of injury, there is no other product that has

such excellent safety features. "YOROI Backbone Guard " has a very hard pad and guards 

you from shock if you fall or collide. Moreover, due to its perfect fitting, there are no 

worries about the imbalance of dressing sense.(Sugiyama Ski School Principle)

Built-in PE
board to the
center

2-level adjustable
Velcro front strap

Soft chest strap can
be stored into the
shoulder belt

Deodorizes the 4 types of bad odors

ammonia
（One of the 
components 
found in raw 

sewage odor and 
perspiration）hydrogen 

sulfide
Manure odor

isovaleric 
acid

Foot odor, 
microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration

acetic acid
Microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration

column Japanese Spirit of Harmony

It is said that, Noh actor, even after growing older are able to jump high easily even without the approach-run.

Japanese-style gestures such as sliding feet; walk etc. have a theory that it is the movement to train the trunk and pelvis accurately.
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■Hardness Comparison of Material

Ha
rd

10-14°C
12-18°C

15-20°C

      
BACK PROTECTOR  SERIES

YOROI TITAN BACK BONE “POWER”
YR 861　size ：W・S-M・M-L　color ：  BLK・NJB　

BACK

FRONT

Liner fabric is R-CF with 

BLACK COLOR.

Deodorizes the 4 types of bad odors

ammonia
（One of the 
components 
found in raw 

sewage odor and 
perspiration）hydrogen 

sulfide
Manure odor

isovaleric 
acid

Foot odor, 
microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration

acetic acid
Microbial 

degradation 
of perspiration

There is a myriad of 
ventilation holes in the mold pad, 
which makes it a structure that doesn't 
become stuffy.

Light-weight mold pad
with good ventilation

 absorption

IMPACT

Mesh Guard
Fabric (HD only)

PE-HARD-BOARD
(Center Pad only)

Pressure-relieving 
Material Pad

Special Honeycomb Mesh
(Polyester shock absorption fabric)

Soft Inner Fabric

Impact Image

Mold Pad (EVA)

2 types of Spinal Cord Pads
At the world championship of both, snow and ski competitions, the necessity for back protectors 
has started gaining more attention, with the realization that these are incredibly important.
Both types are made by POWER PAD, and very comportable!   Select the model you need based on your action scenes.

This is the model, which came into existence after studying the trunk.
It has a double power belt of mesh material designed to fit the shape of the waist. It supports the performance of resisting injury, just 
by helping to maintain the correct posture without applying pressure on the abdomen. With just one touch, you can easily adjust the 
pressure, so it therefore increases the clamping force and stable force (it stabilizes the waist, at the time of riding). It is a perfectly safe 
protection as it has a multi-layer structure of YOROI Perfect Guard, which is used for the pack pad. 

Powerful support

with double belt

Firmly supports the trunk by tightening the waist belt.
By keeping the correct posture, the flow of neurotransmission force
can be expected and therefore it increases safety.
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RIDER : NAOTO TERASHIMA

Support Items
YOROI TAIKAN BELT

YOROI KNEE SUPPORTER

YR 810　size ： FREE　color ：  BLK

YR 830　size ： FREE　color ：  BLK

Trunk
support

The double belt firmly supports the trunk. Three PE bars are fitted to it, which firmly support the lower back.
Maintaining the correct posture also leads to prevention of injury.

It has good breathability with special porous wet material. 
Further to this, there is an antibacterialfinishing, which keeps it clean. Bending and stretching of 
the knees is easier. In winter sports, in everyday life, or even when on the mountain slopes, you 
can use it to relieve the burden on legs.
Wearing is incredibly easy due to the wrap type. It’s made at the bare minimum size, so is 
exceptionally compact to carry. It is also washable.

Inner surface is made with nice and soft

pile fabric. This stays comfortable even

when used for long time!

Knee will be considerably
protected with cushion pad.

▲

▲

1pair  2pset

YOROI GLOVE “KOTE” INNER
YR 999　size ： S~M・L~XL　color ：  BLK　

1pair  2pset
It can be used with any type of snow gloves. 
It has excellent stretching ability through its 
super-stretch material. Sweatabsorption and 
quick drying are also excellent. Due to good
sliding, wearing of gloves is very easy.

A set of 2 PE bars overlapping each

other with good elasticity are

attached in three places.

Special mesh bag is also 
included.

Special mesh bag is also included.

Sweat-absorbent
quick-drying

It is not only for snow, it is also 
suitable for a wide range of sports 
such as skating!
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Even in a recent Sports Medical Journal, it was published that hip pads and kneepads have the possibility to reduce the risk of external injury at the time of
snowboarding.

S p e c i a l  m e s h 
bag
is also included.

YR084　size ： MENS FREE・LADYS FREE　
color ： BLK　　

YR082　size ： MENS FREE・LADYS FREE　
color ： BLK　　

YR089　size ： MENS FREE・LADYS FREE　
color ： BLK　　

YR086　size ： MENS FREE・LADYS FREE　
color ： BLK　　

YOROI BR KNEE YOROI HD KNEE

YOROI BR ELBOW YOROI HD ELBOW

It has a stretchable magic body (with Velcro) and a circular ligament gua rd; it is extremely easy to wear due to its wrap type structure. As there
is solid sewing to wrap the elbow and knee completely, and the entire surface is made up of special Velcro fabric, so you can fasten it 
anywhere on the surface and so it fits any knee size perfectly. The donut-shaped ligament pad firmly supports the knee and you won’t have 
to worry about displacement. In winter sports, especially as a preventive measure, it also plays the important role as a supporter to guard the 
ligaments. As it fits extremely well, you won’t even realize that you’re wearing it.

▲

▲

▲

▲

1pair  2pset 1pair  2pset

1pair  2pset 1pair  2pset

MENS FREE MENS FREE

MENS FREE
MENS FREE

LADYS FREE
LADYS FREE

LADYS FREE
LADYS FREE

■Hardness Comparison of Material

Ha
rd

10-14°C
12-18°C

15-20°C

40-50°C

“

When
falling on
valley side

On knee!

Was good to have
pads!

In other words, it is very important to touch the 
snow surface with the knee! At that time, if you 
are wearing a kneepad, it plays an important 
role to moderate the impact when you touch 
the ground. Through this,you’ll be able to enjoy 
trying many times. In addition,it also leads to 
injury prevention, so you’ll know you’re safe.

When snowboarding, the point here is, when you 
fall ahead, touch the snow surface with your knee 
and spread out both your both hands from the 
shoulder and raise the snowboard in such a way 
that your body won’t get stuck in the snow surface.

Importance of Knee Pads:

Draping!
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YOROI FACE GUARD
YR 090　size ： FREE　color：NJB　

NJB

YOROI BEANIE “TENSHU” “ 天守 ”

YR 101　size ： FREE　color ：  GRY　

size ： S ＝ W10 ｃｍｘ H15 ｃｍｘ D4 ｃｍ

size ： M ＝ W12 ｃｍｘ H18 ｃｍｘ D4 ｃｍ

YOROI MULTI CASE

watch video on the web 

YR381　size ： S・M
color ：  NJB

militaly

MONSEN SILVER

ASAGIRI

YOROI OBI  
YR380　size ： 120cm
color ：  MONSEN SILVER・militaly・ASAGIRI

YOROI STICKER
YOROI EmblemYR 990　size ： Φ 120mm　
YR 992　size ： Φ 50mm　YR 991　size ： Φ 50mm　

YR 993　size ： 185 × 46mm　
アイロンでウェア等に簡単に貼れるワッペン。

A special tatami edge is used, which is only used in the alcove of a
Buddhist temple and a Shinto shrine. Indeed it is an auspicious belt. It is
long, and also suitable for use in snowy mountains. It can be cut to about
25cm, so is also suitable for regular use and for ladies as well.

1mm thick chloroprene and PU cushion used to create superb fit around the nose, mouth

and ear, blocking outside frost and wind. Breathable material makes this ideal for bikers

on the road as well.

Holes on the side
to ensure auditory
perception.

Holes in the nose and
mouth for breathing.

Just fit sized knit cap. Gray that stands out even in snow storms.

Material: lame knit
Logo: embroidery

Lens cloth is used inside the body where YOROI mold is used. It is a multi-purpose case with 
excellent shock absorption functions. It is also suitable to store damage sensitive equipment 
such as cameras, smartphones or mobile phones etc. It also protects against moisture due to its 
waterproof double zipper.
Even big sunglasses can be stored in the M size case.
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YR 883　size ： W・S・M・L・XL　
color ：  NJB/KIKKOU・NJB/MILITARY・NJB/JIMON・NJB/ASAGIRI・
NJB/HISHIMON・NJB/ORIBE・NJB/HISHI・NJB/YOTSUBA

“TITAN”  

NJB

専用メッシュ袋付

YOROI POWER WRIST GUARD “TITAN”  和

YOROI POWER WRIST GUARD
YR 885　size ： W・S・M・L・XL　
color ：  NJB・PAGONI　

（両手用）2pset

NJB/KIKKOU
NJB/MILITARY

NJB/JIMON

NJB/ORIBE NJB/HISHI NJB/YOTSUBA

NJB/ASAGIRI

NJB/HISHIMON

山
色
渓
声
古
今
無

PAGONI PYTHON

1pair  2pset
Easily removable wrist bar is included with this wrist guard, which is made with excellent

stretchable wetsuit material. It is a product in which titanium fabric is sewn in and it also has

excellent thermal qualities.

Cover part of wrist bar is protected with tough

material that is equivalent to Kevlar.

There is a wrist bar at the inner side

of the wrist and it is possible to

easily put-on and remove it.

Japanese-made titanium fabric is

sewn inside the wrist guard.

SK8!! WATER
JUMP!!KINGS!!

SNOVA!!FOR 
SNOW

Fabric designed with traditional

Japanese patterns. with TATAMI EDGE.

Special mesh bag 
is also included.

(cm)SIZE CHART

162～168
166～172
170～177
176～183
133～142 63～72

70～78
63～76 55～64

58～66
54～62

143～151
135～148

84～90
89～95
93～99

98～105

70～79
78～83
83～88
88～96

S
M
L

XL

Men's

157～165 78～88 60～70Ws'ydaL

90cm 110cm 130cm

JM

KIDS

JLRJ

Height Chest Waist

Standard sizes listed. Please consult retailer for more information.

FREE
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YOROI SHORLONG “WAKA”
YR 316　size ： JM(130)・JL(150)
color ：  BLK　

WAKA SERIES

YOROI WAKAPOWER VESJACK 
YR 347　size ： JM(130)・JL(150)　
color ：  BLK　

Ayako Kamata

▲

▲

GROW UP
 SYSTEM

KUSABI

くさび形

Our popular line equipped with “Grow up system”!! This innovative protector 
always fit the body of the fast growing child. Unzip the joint zipper then your 
jacket easily becomes a vest! The sleeve and the back bone tail part can be 
adjusted by replacing it with JM and JL sized pads.

Built-in PE board to 
the center

2 different sized replaceable pads
It can also be used 
as a jacket or vest!

With the recovery hook, 
posture can be adjusted 
immediately.

This model also equipped with “Grow up system”. Joint zipper separates this long 

pants to short pants. You can adjust the size with parts of JM and JL.

This model can be used as 
not only long pants, but also 
short pants.

■Hardness Comparison of Material

Ha
rd

10-14°C
12-18°C

15-20°C

There is a myriad of 
ventilation holes in the mold pad, 
which makes it a structure that doesn't 
become stuffy.

Light-weight mold pad
with good ventilation

 absorption

IMPACT

Built-in PE board to 
the center
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YOROI  “WAKA” KID'S BACKBONE

YOROI  BACKBONE GUARD “WAKA” POWER 

YR 353　size ： JXS(90)・JS(110)・JM(130)　
color ：  NJB　

SODE PANTS TAIL

YR 351　size ： JM-JL　
color ：  NJB　
本体価格￥14,500（税込￥15,660）

Back protector for kids! It is like a rucksack, which 
makes it incredibly easy for kids to wear.

Model Ashly:
Height 135 cm Wearing JM

Built-in PE
board to the
center

When kids grow, first they become taller 
and then they tend to fill out. Considering 
these characteristics of how kids grow, 
this revolutionary system; the Grow-
up System of WAKA series is made, by 
recombining joint parts to make sure it 
will always fit growing kids. 
* Utility Model Registration No. 3149896

Grow-up System

Tail part can be replaced as for JM 
and for JL. The shoulder strap can also 
be adjusted to a wide range, which 
means an excellent fit.

2 different sized replaceable pads

Daughter of Mr. Sugiyama,
School Principal

■Hardness Comparison of Material

Ha
rd

10-14°C
12-18°C

15-20°C

Soft chest strap can be stored 
into shoulder belt

Fully adjustable, heavy-
duty Velcro waist belt

2-level adjustable
front strap
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CYBORG-ALPHA
It is divided into four different parts including the shoulder, upper 
arm, elbow and the lower part of the spine. The waist belt can also 
be removed and all the parts can be shifted to different positions, so 
you are able to wear the pads in any position where it perfectly fits 
your body.

All the 7 pads, including the three hip pads, two pelvis pads and 
two kneepads are made in such a way that you can remove or 
shift all of them, depending on your body shape and the type 
of clothes you are wearing. You can wear them in any position, 
where it fits best for you.

Each particular piece has 

a part name written on it, 

so even if you remove all 

the parts, it is very easy to 

attach them again.

All the four spinal cord pads including the three 
boomerang type pads and the one pyramid 
type pad can be replaced.

I t  f i t s  p e r f e c t l y  e v e n 
when there is a twisting 
movement of the spinal 
cord.

Velcro, with excellent 

flexibility, is stitched to 

the body where you 

mount the pad, so you 

can wear or remove a 

pad or even change the 

position easily.

CYBORG ALPHA JACKET　

CYBORG ALPHA LONG　

CB450　size ： S ～ M・L ～ XL
color ：  NJB　

CB250　size ： S ～ M・L ～ XL
color ：  NJB　

As the front pads are built-in, you can
 remove them if necessary.
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● Hip pad

● Spinal cord boomerang pad

Thickness  of 
pad 23mm Double layered EVA pad

NBR pad
NBR pad

PE board

PE board

NJB Fabrics

Wetsuit material
Wetsuit material

■ Cross Section of Pad ■

We have adopted a free customization system i.e. a cyborg alpha series, which can be customized to fit the 
body shape as well as the exercise routines of riders. It is a revolutionary system where the position of all the 
pads can be freely adjusted. All of the parts can be changed including the jacket, the shoulder pads, the upper 
arms, elbows, and spine, as well as the pants, center pads, hip, side and knees.
(Utility Model Registration No. 3149896)

CYBORG  WRIST BRACE CB911　size ： FREE　color ：  BLK

1. Pass the thumb through a hole.

2. Turn it from the palm side to the 

backside of your hand.

3. Wrap it around the wrist firmly. 4. It is held in place with a Velcro fabric, 
which can be fixed at any position!

It is an excellent fit, even at 
the starting position.
Photo: Mr. Kizaki Pro Rider

CHANGE & EXTEND

All the 5 pads including the three hip pads and two pelvis 
pads are made in a way so that you can remove or shift all 
of them, depending on your body shape and the type of 
clothes you are wearing. They can be worn at any position, 
where you feel it fits you best.

By  us ing  the  f ront 
pads on the hip this 
will make you appear 
slimmer

Cyborg Free Customization System

Cyborg Alpha…Aiming at the protector that feels just like an extension 
of your body that has the ability to change.

CYBORG ALPHA SHORT
CB150　size ： S ～ M・L ～ XL・XL ～ XXL
color ：  NJB　

(cm)SIZE CHART

160～172
170～185
180～195

85～96
93～105

103～122

75～87
85～98

96～115

S~M
L~XL

XL~XXL

Height Chest Waist

Standard sizes listed. Please consult retailer for more
information.

It is a very simple, wrap-type wrist guard. It has Velcro attached to it, so 
you can wear it with just one touch!
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NEO SERIES
NEO INNER SHORTNEO INNER LONG

BS210　size ： W / S / M / L / XL　　color ：  BLK （W:PINK STITCH）　 BS110　size ： W / S / M / L / XL　
color ： BLK/WHT STITCH（W:BLK/PINK STITCH） 　

MENS   BLK  BACK

MENS   BACK
MENS   BLK  FRONT

LASYS   SIDE

MENS   FRONT

blp924 KNEE GUARD blp924 ELBOW GUARD
BL804　size ： FREE 　color：BLK  BL809　size ： FREE 　color：BLK   

2pset 2pset

It is a protective inner series NEO for active sports. This series 
has come up with the logical concept of attaching the pads to 
shirts, pants and inners as well.

There are a total of nine semi-hard pads. They are situated as follows: three 
pads on the hip, four pads on the sides and two pads on the knees. They also 
protect you even if you fall on your side. Stitching is done with a stress-free, flat 
seamer type finishing. As it has various cuttings to tighten parts of the body at 
pivotal points, you won’t get fatigued even if you wear it for long time.

You may adjust the size 
with the rope provided 
inside the waist part.

This is a short-type pair of 
pants, which has the same 
cuttings as that of the long 
pants. These inner parts of 
the pants are a little longer in 
length with a good fit, which 
is comfortable. All the seven 
pads, including the three hip 
pads and the four pads on the 
sides, will protect you without 
changing your posture.

The body is made up of excellent stretchable wetsuit material, which 
holds together firmly with only one strap. Even when bending 
and stretching, there is no sense of pressure, making it extremely 
comfortable to wear. It can also be used as a knee guard if you’re doing 
some DIY work or shooting with a camera.

Stress-free One Strap!

It is held firmly in place with a Velcro strap. It can also be used as 
a protector in the case of skating.

S p e c i a l  m e s h 

bag is provided.
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EASY TO WEAR!

FX EASYGUARD AIRLY

FX EASY LT AIRLY

BA030　　size ： S~M / M~L/XL~XXL 
color ：  BLK  / W.CAMO

BA035　　size ： S~M / M~L
color ：  BLK

AIRLY

AIRLY

AIRLY

NEO SERIES "AIRLY"

A buttocks portion where the tailbone 
appears may get hit and could hurt if you 
fall on your back, and sometimes it can be 
dangerous. Just by properly putting on the 
hip pad, your safety increases remarkably 
and you get double the fun, as it won't hurt 
even if you fall!

EASY TO WEAR ！

A r e  y o u r  e l b o w s , 
k n e e s  a n d  w r i s t s 
s a f e  w h i l e  s k a t i n g  o r 
skateboarding?

It is highly breathable, lightweight and even if you perspire you’ll be 
comfortable! This protector not only protects you by absorbing the shock 
in snow sports but also in various other sports like skating, if you collide 
or fall when you go off-trail.

Breathability has increased 
dramatically

As there is ventilation in the cushion pad 
as well as the body, it has excellent 
breathability, which makes it refreshing 
and comfortable at the same time.

Perforated EVA padPerforated
wetsuit material

Shock 
reduction

Water drops

Convenient Velcro is attached. There are a number of vents that are 
made on the shock absorption pads 
and this makes it highly breathable!!

Perforated

EVA Pad

"NBR" pads are built-in and exclusive quality wetsuit material is used. Bisected side guards 
protect you on both sides of the body without interfering with bending and stretching activities. 
Wearing it and removing it is also very easy as you use a one-touch movement with the three 
Velcro straps! You could wear this inside PANTS, or out side of PANTS also.

Perforated "NBR" pads are built-in to a thin spandex material. This is a very simple type, in 
which the waist pad is removed. It is also good for slim wear. It has excellent stretch, excellent 
sweat absorption and quick drying functionalities.

Breathability has increased 
dramatically

As there is ventilation in the cushion pad, 
it has excellent breathability, which 
makes it refreshing and comfortable at 
the same time.

Perforated EVA pad

Shock 
reduction
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BA331　size ：JXS ～ JS(90cm-110cm)
　　　　　　 JS ～ JM(110cm-130cm)
                             JM ～ JL(130cm-150cm)
                             JL ～ JXL(150cm-160cm) color : BLK・G.CAMO

FX EASY GUARD AIRLY JR

AIRLY

JR ELBOW GUARD
BS833　size ：JXS~JS・JS~JM・JM~JL
color : BLK 

NEO JUNIOR

JR KNEE GUARD
BS828　size ：JXS~JS・JS~JM・JM~JL
color : BLK   

This series has sizes between 90cm to 160cm, specially made for kids 
and juniors. It is easy to wear, and it firmly guards against shock. By 
wearing this, fun in the Snow Mountains can be doubled due to feeling 
of protection!

Breathability has increased 
dramatically

As there is ventilation in the cushion pad 
as well as the body, it has excellent 
breathability, which makes it refreshing 
and comfortable at the same time.

Perforated EVA padPerforated
wetsuit material

Shock 
reduction

Water drops

It doesn’t get damp

and it’s cool!

This protector can be used 

t h r o u g h o u t  a l l  t h e 

seasons!

size: JXS= height 90cm, JS= height 110cm, JM= height 130cm, JL= height 
150cm

NBR pads are built-in!
Wearing and removing it is very 
easy 
through a one-touch movement 
with three Velcro straps!!

S p e c i a l  m e s h 

bag is provided.

S p e c i a l  m e s h 

bag is provided.
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FX EASY GUARD AIRLY JR

According to Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, young children who play outside 
more often, have high physical strength. However it has been reported that more than 40% of young children 
only play outside for less than 1 hour per day. To increase the opportunities for children to play outside, it is 
essential to prevent injuries. For this reason, we have invented a guard for daily use that can be easily put on, and 
if they fall they won't feel any pain.

It is a hip protector to cushion or absorb the shock on the buttocks in 
case a child falls backwards while playing outside. So far the protectors 
used while skateboarding or roller-skating or riding on a bicycle were 
mainly for heads (helmet), elbows, knees and wrists and there has been 
no other means to protect the important tailbone. For our kid's protector, 
we have ensured that it fits well, is comfortable and lightweight too. We 
have achieved this by combining the wetsuit material with excellent 
breathability and NBR material with excellent shock absorption. It is easy 
to put on small kids, as it has a hook-and-loop fastener and you may put it 
on top of their clothes or underneath. The material repels water droplets; 
it prevents kids from getting wet in case of rain or mud.

There is a cushion pad made with "NBR" material that has excellent shock-absorption and is placed 
on different body parts. It guards the tailbone and both the buttocks without obstructing movement 
such as bending and stretching. High quality wetsuit material with good elasticity and excellent 
shock absorption quality is used for the product and when it is put on, it won't restrict movement 
in any way as it stretches and moves with the body. It is designed so that it can easily be fastened 
with a hook-and-loop fastener at three points, and as the adjustment width can be expanded, it is 
perfect for growing kids. In addition, as it is a simple design, even small kids who haven't mastered 
using their fingers yet, they can put it on easily themselves. As it can be put on under or over clothes 
it can be used in any season. The adjustments are easy to do according to the season. In summer you 
can fasten it tightly as kids clothes are thin, and in winter you can fasten it loosely to accommodate 
thicker clothes.As it's easy to take on and off, kids can do it themselves if they get hot or need to go 
to the toilet. This is just one of the reasons that it is popular amongst moms.

AIRLY SERIES

Not stuffy! Cool! Easy-to-wear hip pad

Huge hit for outdoor play, all year round!

Falling is fun, as it doesn't hurt!

No worries for mom! ！
Hip guard for outdoor play!

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry-sponsored

Kids Design Award
Ventilation is achieved by opening 
a myriad of holes in the body and 
shock absorption pads which have 
a diameter of around 2.5mm

pad with holes

 absorption

IMPACT

Water droplet

 with holes

Why moms choose this!

Easily washable
Sweat or mud can easily be washed away at home

Peace of mind, as it has undergone shock absorption tests!

Due to the vents in the pad it is comfortable to wear!

One touch fastening at only 3 places!

Available for kids from the height of 90cm

Easy to put on                   and take off

Excellent breathability and no dampness

Assured protection

Available in many sizes

Play in the park

Inline skating

Skateborading

Snowsports
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NEO SNOW SHIRT SD "JR"
BS041　size ：JXS(90) ・JS(110)・ JM(130)・ JL(150)
color : BLK      

NEO SNOW VEST "JR"
BS051　size ：JXS(90) ・JS(110)・ JM(130)・ JL(150)
color : BLK   

NEO JUNIOR

AIRLY

AIRLY

It is a front zipper type, to make it easy for kids 
to wear get into and out of it by themselves.
The pads protect their shoulders, clavicle, 
flank, spine and the area around the shoulder 
blades. (BS041 also covers the elbows.)

Model is wearing
the jacket, which
is made for
130cm height

size: JXS= height 90cm, JS= height 110cm, JM= height 130cm, JL= height 150cm

Breathability has 
increased dramatically

pad with holes

 absorption

IMPACT

Breathability has 
increased dramatically

pad with holes

 absorption

IMPACT
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NEO INNER LONG　”JR”
BS218　size ：JXS(90) ・JS(110)・ JM(130)・ JL(150)
color : BLK/GRY　

NEO INNER SHORT　”JR”
BS118　size ：JXS(90) ・JS(110)・ JM(130)・ JL(150)
color : BLK/GRY   

BLK/GRY

BLK/GRY

NEO KID'S BACK BONE VEST
BS610　size ：JXS(90) ・JS(110)         color : BLK       

AIRLY

AIRLY

Breathability has 
increased dramatically

pad with holes

 absorption

IMPACT

There are a total of seven pads including three pads on the hip and 
four pads on the sides. It protects you even if you fall on your side.

T h e r e  a r e  a  t o t a l  o f  n i n e  p a d s 
including three pads on hip, four pads 
on the sides and two pads on the 
knees. You may adjust the size easily 
with the rope inside the waist part.

There is a myriad of ventilation holes in the  pad, 
which makes it a structure that doesn't become stuffy.

The wetsuit material is used for jacket; it is very soft and has an excellent stretch quality; so it is 
very comfortable to wear. On slopes, protecting oneself from unexpected backside collision is 
very important.

One touch waist belt!

Soft padding inside
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MOLD HEAD GUARD 
FULL

HEAD GUARD JR(3P)

BL956　size ：FREE　
color : BLK・NVY・GRY

MOLD 
HEAD GUARD 1P

BL950　size ：FREE　
color : BLK・NVY・GRY

BLK

NVY

ACCESSORIES

AIRLY

BL953　size ：JR FREE　
color : BLK

Amongst all injuries, head injuries come in at third place. A survey shows that one person out of 
every six persons who were injured, had a nasty blow to the head. We would highly recommend 
that you either wear a helmet or this head guard while being active on the snow mountains. It will 
also prevent a cerebral concussion. If you dislike wearing a helmet, all you need to do is put this 
guard under your knit cap. It looks very simple and also increases your safety exceptionally well in 
the snow mountains. It is a protector made by EVA molding, especially for the head. EVA material 
is an extremely soft material that is flexible, and has excellent shock absorption qualities. It is very 
lightweight and it doesn’t deteriorate with wind, rain or even ultra-violet rays; therefore it’s a highly 
durable material. As it doesn’t generate dioxin; it is non-polluting and a completely environmentally 
friendly material.

Your knit cap can be quickly transformed into a helmet just 
by inserting a pad with excellent shock absorption qualities!

The most useful guards and accessories on the ski slopes

The shape fits perfectly 
to the head.。

Special mesh bag is provided.

It can be worn easily under knit caps with Velcro

Three-piece set, which includes one
 centerpiece and two sidepieces

Head guard for juniors full – Three-piece set, which 

includes one centerpiece and two sidepieces

For the center there is one piece

It can be worn easily under 
knit caps with Velcro

The point to remember here is, when you fall down in a backwards 

direction, you need to lower your upper body, bend your back and 

lower your head so that it will not get hit.

In other words, when you fall in a backwards direction, it is 

important to make sure that you don’t hit your head! Even if that 

happens, or you hit your head by mistake, if you are wearing a 

head pad it plays a very important role to reduce the shock to a 

considerable extent, which in turn will reduce the pain or injury 

considerably, and you can have fun for longer periods of time.

Importance of a head guard:

By raising your 
head, bend your 
back!!

It is important to have a 
head pad too!

When you fall in 
a backwards 
direction on the 
mountainside

Ventilation is achieved by opening 
a myriad of holes in the body and 
shock absorption pads which have 
a diameter of around 2.5mm

pad with holes

 absorption

IMPACT

Water droplet

 with holes
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Mashomaro head pad
BL957　
size ：M diameter 8cm, S diameter 5cm
color : WHT・PNK・PPL・BLU・GRN
 (Set of 6 (M 3, S 3) with case)

Urethane foam material is used

This is a shock absorbent material with elasticity that could be 
compared to a marshmallow. This material is also used in crash pads 
on the circuit.

It can be worn easily under knit caps with Velcro.

PPLGRN

WHT PNK BLUE

WRIST BRACE(2P)

WRIST BRACE JR (2P)

BL988　size ：FREE

BL970　size ：JS ～ JM・JM ～ JL    

It has a soft pad, which can 
be stuck anywhere inside the 
guard with Velcro!!

2pcs set

2pcs set

It dramatically gives you feeling 

of holding, just by sticking it in 

a place around the wrist you are 

worried about!Easy to wear with just one flip!

YELRED GRN W.CAMO D.CHKBLK

It is a free size wrist guard that is made of high-quality wetsuit 
material. It is soft and is comfortable and easy to wear! * Wrist 
bar is not included.

blp WRIST GLOVE INNER
BL995　size ：S ～ M・L ～ XL
color :BLK　

BLK

2pcs set

It is super stretch type glove inner. If you have a spare inner set, 
you can immediately change it, even if you perspire. This is an 
essential item for a two to three night snow mountain trip.

It doesn’t allow the snow to enter through the cuff!!
S.CAFE stretch material is used which also has an odor 
control function too.

It is a wrist supporter for juniors.
There is a spilt in the hem part, as this design aims to make it 
easy for children to wear.

POWDER COVER S.CAFE POWDER COVER S.CAFE JR
BL007C　size ：FREE      color :BLK BL005C　size ：JS~JM・JM~JL

color :BLK     
2pcs set

2pcs set

Recycle coffee fabric is used. Not only does coffee emit 
great aroma, it has fast drying and sweat absorbing, 
odor control, and ultraviolet screening functions 
without treatment. Instead of disposing such resource, 
we recycle and reuse the coffee grounds, making our 
suits environmentally friendly.

BY RECYCLING 
COFFEE WASTE

RECYCLE COFFEE FABRIC

POINT

NEW

NEW

NEW

Excerpt from the National Ski Safety Measures Council 2014-2015 Season Ski Injuries Report

Here are many body 

injury areas!
1st: Shoulder

SNOWBOARD

SKI
2nd:Wrist 3rd: Head 5th: Elbow

1st: Knee 2nd: Lower leg 3rd: Shoulder 4th: Head

4th: Hip

5th: Face
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ACCESSORIES
KIRAKIRA DECK GRIP

POWER STONE DECK GRIP

LA VIE EN ROSE DECK GRIP
B1260　
color :RED・BLK・WHT

BLK
KD002

GOLD
KD010

RED
KD003

PINK
KD011

BLUE
KD008

PURPLE
KD012

G.LAME
KD009

RED BLK WHT

S.LAME
KD013

made in Japan

made in Japan

made in Japan

（2 ヶ入）

INNER BOOTS PAD

B655　
color :BLK

BLK

The deck grip is like an accessory in which beautifully cut specially strengthened color
acrylic is used!! It will make your board sparkle. If you want your board to be more
vibrant then you can combine various colors of deck grips together!! (Seven-piece pack)

(Seven-piece pack)

The deck grip is made by cutting natural stones, which have mysterious　powers 
within them. From ancient times these stones have an interesting history as well 
as lots of stories from around the world. They are truly pieces of the Earth. Feel the 
power of nature by giving them a try yourself.

Tiger Eye
BP003

Amazonite
BP012

Green 
Aventurine
BP013

Howlite 
BP006

Rose Quartz
BP007

Labradorite
BP014

Aragonite
BP011

Sodalite
BP016

Deck grip with rose shape. You can use it as snowboard ornament!

Length 33cm × Width 23.5cm

You can cut it to fit your boots perfectly. This is a system 
where you just cut the pad and stick it to your inner boots.

You may use it as an insole for your boots too!The pattern paper included has 
different feet sizes drawn on them, so that they’re easy to cut.

Seal tape and pattern paper 
for cutting are included.

Six types of pattern papers.
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SHOEGOO

SHOEGOO DF

CL120       
 color :NATURAL・BLK・WHT  

CL130        color :CLR       

This is the best product on the market with an 
excellent reputation. Even amateurs can apply these 
easily and neatly; they are the right quantity at the 
right cost as well.

As it’s made from a clear color, if you decide to grease your shoes 
beforehand where they will get most likely to be damaged, these 
will help you to prevent your shoes from getting damaged and 
they will last longer.

It is a brilliant product to 
maintain leather goods.

It works like a desiccant for 
boots.boots.

For inner with strap

Tie in just in 1 second

They are not only suitable for 
snow boots, but for wake boots or 
climbing boots too!!

Untie in 1 second too

For outer with strap

Image

Roundimage

Oval image

Say goodbye to loose boots straps!

Revolutionary laces made in Italy.

It works like a desiccant for gloves.

For boots!

For glove!

Ideal for climbing shoes! Sunrise from the summit of Mt. Fuji

SHOE DRY
CL110　２pcs/SET　

SHOE DRY MINI
CL100　２pcs/SET　　

MINK OIL
CL600　内容量 45g

QUICK ONE SS
（FOR INNER WITH STRAP）

QUICK ONE SL
（FOR OUTER WITH STRAP）

B0003　２pcs/SET　

B0002　２pcs/SET　

MAGIC LACE
B663MG　size ：220㎝・240㎝
color :BLK・WHT・GRY

BOOTS LACE (ROUND TYPE)
B663RD　size ：220㎝・240㎝
color :BLK・WHT・GRY

BOOTS LACE (OVAL TYPE)
B663BL　size ：220㎝・240㎝
color :BLK・WHT・GRY

▲

▲
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GOGGLE CASES
MOLD GOGGLE BAG
B450　size ：21 × 11 × height12.5㎝　weight：170 ｇ
color  : BLK・W.CAMO     
Our hard goggle bag has been made by mold processing. Bigger goggles 
are also able to fit in perfectly. It has a handle strap with a rubber grip, 
with a spare lens case and a bungee strap along with a carabiner. All these 
features make it exceptionally easy and convenient to use! It protects your 
valuable goggles against everything.

Our goggles need to be protected from 
scratches, both while using them and 
when storing them too. So we handle 
them very carefully. Often, however, at the 
end of the season you will still see small 
scratches on the lenses. Most scratches 
normally occur on the way back from the 
ski resort. As there is not normally a place 
to store your goggles, you tend to keep 
them in the car somewhere, so the lenses 
get scratched by coming into contact 
with other objects. The goggles bag that 
we’re talking about has a rubber band, 
which you can hang from the rail in your 
car. So by putting your goggles in the 
case quickly, you can store your goggles 
securely. This is an extremely convenient 
bag!
(Comment: Former pro rider
Rumi Kuwashima)

Spare lens case

Retractable
 bungee strap

Knit goggle case. There is an additional pocket made of lens cloth fabric inside.
Inner layer consists of cloth fabric, cleaning the goggle every time it is taken out of the case.

Putting in and out is easy.
Drawstring type

Spare lens pocket

Convenient in order to 
store bigger goggles too

BLK

W.CAMO

INDYNATIVE GRB BLK NRD BK.OLV PK.WHT BK.GRY

Rubber grip handle strap
Carabiner

GOGGLE KNIT CASE
B458　size ：FREE
color  :NATIVE・ INDY・GRB・BLK・NRD・BK.OLV・PK.WHT・BK.GRY

Hard & Soft Goggle Cases

Once you remove your 
goggle at the ski resort, 
y o u  c a n  p u t  t h e m 
straight into the case 
with just one action!
It completely protects 
y o u r  g o g g l e s  f r o m 
scratches!!

The inner side is made 
completely  f rom gold 
cloth! You can clean your 
goggles quickly, just by 
turning the bag inside out 
and putting your hand 
inside and rubbing your 
goggles on it!
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BLKCHK BLKSTP

SOFT GOGGLE POUCH
B455　size ：20 × 10.5 × 14㎝

BLK

POPCHKORGSTP

SCTPNK

LIMEDOT PPLDOT PNKDOT MIXCHK

BLKDOT

PPLSTP

SCTBLU

HANDY LENSE CLOTH
B460　size ：FREE

PPLDOT

GRN

PNKDOT

SCTPNKG.CAMO W.CAMO

BLKSTP

MIXCHK

BLKDOT

SCTBLU

ORGSTP LEOBLK

This is a goggle case made of wetsuit material. A lens cloth pocket and the lens cloth are 
provided.It also has a shoulder strap making it really easy to carry! It can even be used as an 
accessories’ box, make-up kit pouch or as a lunch bag. Lens pocket with lens cloth!!

Lens cloth 21 × 10.5cm

Drawstring inner

A very convenient
shoulder strap to
make carrying it easy!!

You may store the goggles cloth in a mini size wetsuit material case. It is an indispensable item when goggles get fogged up. It can be 
attached to your snow gear or backpack with the carabiner, so you can take it out and wipe your goggles really quickly and whenever 
you need it! For everyday use, it is perfect as a cloth for sunglasses and smartphones!! Needless to say that if it gets dirty, you can also 
wash it.
The lens cloths used inside are made of different 
colors depending on the color of the pouch!

Golf balls can also be wiped.It can also be 
used for tablets or smartphones!
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CASE&BAG

KNIT HAT

BOOTS

GLOVES

WEAR
JACKET

SNOW BOARD

WEAR

PANTS

PROTECTORGOGGLE

CLOTHING

WEAR
PANTS

CLOTHING

Four Wheels BOARD CASE

Size: S/length: 150cm, width: 36cm, height: 16cm（BR441）

       Fitting board size: 135 ～ 149㎝

　　   M/length: 160cm, width: 36cm, height: 16cm（BR442）

        Fitting board size: 145 ～ 159㎝

            L/length: 170cm, width: 36cm, height: 16cm（BR 443）

       Fitting board size: 155 ～ 169㎝

　　  color：BLK　　

There are two wheels on the sole of the frame and two wheels on the side of the 
frame, with a total of four wheels, the case can easily be pulled and moved in 
every direction. You can easily pass through narrow places such as ticket gates 
or parking lots or even through crowded places quite comfortably. It’s nice and 
lightweight, which means you can enjoy your tour comfortably with your large 
board. It’s also got plenty of storage space where you can put in various things 
like boots, snow wear, extra clothes for changing and other indispensable goods 
you need for snow travel as well! There is also an additional strap for storing skis.

When it’s not 
i n  u s e ,  y o u 
c a n m a k e  i t 
compact! 
It can actually 
f i t  i n s i d e  a 
locker.

You can store this many things!

Comfortable even when 
walking on steps!

To give a luxurious feeling, leather 
l ike  mater ia l  wi th  int recc iato 
technique is used for this case!!

Can be easily moved vertically 
through a narrow passage!!

A new revolutionary mechanism
A board case with "FOUR WHEELS”!!

Foldable!!

Shoulder belt with large-scale 
pad and durable metallic parts

(Patent Registration No. 1260963

3 detachable bags where you
can store your boots and
other accessories!

Storage space with fastener. 
Ideal for storing gear.

Spread the case by opening 
the fastener!

Bend it in a
way that the
nose portion
will fit inside
the tail portion!

Now close the fastener!

Fixed strap to put skis as well!!

It has a pocket.

handle

①

②

③
④ Total Four Wheels!

Go
vertically

Go easy with 4 wheels!
Go

sideways

On
shoulder

Easy hold 
carriage

(Patent Registration No. 1260963)

4WAY Style

SNOW BOARD

SKI
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B382
COLOR：  BLK /SCTBLU / SCTPNK / W.CAMO / G.CAMO
/BLK.CHK
size ： 54 × 34 × 13㎝

BOOTS & MET BACKPACK

BOOTS & MET BACKPACK JR

SCTBLU

SCTBLU

G.CAMO

SCTPNK BLKCHK

SCTPNK

W.CAMO BLK

BLK

B383
カラー：SCTPNK/SCTBLU/B.CHK/W.CAMO/G.CAMO/BLK
size ： 40 × 30 × 13㎝

BLKCHK

Same weight as 3 SNOW WAX

Boots bag with built in shoulder strap!!
210D waterproof nylon is used.
Lightweight PU pad is used and the total weight of bag is only 435g!
The boots and the helmet can fit in at once!!

Switzerland pro rider
Larissa Gassal

There is a slit in the 
front pocket, which 
means the helmet 
can also be easily 
stored!!

You can hide shoulder belt!

Helmet Inside!

The pad of the 
partition is 

removable!!
Remove the 
partition and 

store your 
outerwear,

accessories, etc.

Handles to hold for both 
vertical and lateral carriage.

The long-awaited junior series has been introduced with the same 
specifications as the adult series. Since the boots and helmet can be 
easily stored, it is ideal for ski classes in school. A combination with 
the ski case is also recommended.

G.CAMOW.CAMO
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B480　size ：FREE
COLOR：LEO / BLKSTP / BLK / GRY / LIMEDOT / ORGSTP /
 SCTPNK / SCTBLU / BLKCHK / MIZCHK / G.CAMO 

ROLL PASS CASE

MIXCHKBLK GRY
LEO

BLKSTP LIMEDOT ORGSTP G.CAMOSCTPNK SCTBLU BLKCHK

W ｶﾓ

W ｶﾓ

G ｶﾓ MIXCHKBLKCHK

BLKCHK

SCTBLU

SCTBLU

BLK

BLK

BLKDOT

BLKDOT

SCTPNK

SCTPNK

STPLEO

LEO

Convenient!
Large capacity!!

Mesh Boots Bag Ⅱ Boots up to 30cm in length can be stored! We have used a mesh material at the top. It evaporates 
moisture from boots and helps boots dry quickly!

Thick waterproof nylon material

Mesh fabrics
It evaporates moisture from boots and 
helps boots to dry quickly!

E a s y - t o - c a r r y 
with handle!

You can just fold it up and 
m a k e  i t  c o m p a c t ,  w h e n 
you’re not using it!

Easy-to-use 
drawstring

Mesh fabrics

Ski boots can also 
be stored comfortably.

G CAMO

B359  
Color：BLK / W.CAMO/ G.CAMO/  MIX.CHK / BLK.CHK
                  BLKDOT / SCTBLU / SCTPNK / LEO 
size ： 36 × 26 × height30㎝
　(Height is 43cm including mesh part)

Mesh Boots Bag Ⅱ KIDS

Available in Juniors and Ladies sizes

B358     color：BLK / W CAMO/ G CAMO/  MIXCHK / 
BLKCHK / BLKDOT / SCTBLU / SCTPNK / LEO/STP 

Pass case with zipped coin pocket inside.
You may hang it with a carabiner or roll it through your goggles.

Pass case that  can be 
rolled around the goggles

Convenient
carabiner

Good to use as a key chain.

11.5㎝

18㎝
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blp PASS CASE

HAPPY PASS CASE
B465　size ：FREE

GRY STPGRN

G.CAMO

LEO

W.CAMO

BLK

MIXCHK

BLKDOT PNKDOT LIMEDOT

SCTBLU PNKSTP BLKSTP

D.CHK

SCTPNK

SMART TOUCH CASE
B485　Clear pocket inner dimensions: W 85mm × H 150mm

You can use it even if it’s in case! 
It can also be used as a pass case!

* You can operate your touch panel and can make or receive calls from outside of the case.

* As it’s full size, almost all smartphones with their covers can be put inside of it.
* As it is made of wetsuit material, it is water resistant. (However since water may enter from the seam, it is not completely 
waterproof)
* You can protect your smartphones from dust and scratches,
and you can carry it anywhere by hanging it to a bag or wear with a carabiner.

* It is convenient as you can store your earphones in your back pocket.

* On the slopes you can use it as a pass case, and for everyday use you can use it as a smartphone case.

* As it has an earphone cord hole inside, you can also use your earphones easily.

* The clear part is made from TPU material, which is an environmentally friendly material.

Operation of the touch panel is also possible outside of 
the cover!!

Big pocket!!
Convenient 
for earphone 
storage!!

Cord hole

i-PHONE GALAXY
Round shaped 

carabiner

BLKSTP BLKCHK

ORGSTP

NJB G.CAMO

W.CAMOPNKSTP

Of course it’ s for i-PHONE, 

but it can be used for a 

GALAXY mobile too!!

Easy ON over glove, wetsuit material pass case!
Colorful lens cloth included!
Always keep your vision clear on the slopes!

You can take out the cloth and wipe

your goggles really quickly!

Lens cloth stored inside!

Greater variation

in color. Available

in 17 colors!!
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FOR FREESTYLE 
BOARD GUARD HOLY Ⅱ

Many Color Variations!

（PAT.NO 1353601）

B332 Ⅱ size ： Ｍ・138 ～ 153㎝   Ｌ・153 ～ 173㎝  

MOKU

SOLE GUARD NEO Ⅱ B327 Ⅱ  size ： Ｍ・138 ～ 153㎝ Ｌ・153 ～ 173㎝   

BLK

PPLR.RED B.ICE P.ICE W.LEO

L.GRN W.CAMO G.CAMO R.ZBR LEO

B.CHK

G.CHK

Patented side slide system (Patent No. 1353601) stores your board very easily. High quality 3mm wetsuit material with 
small vent holes ventilates air smoothly, drying quickly. The permeability of air in the case improves dramatically with the 
highest class neoprene, achieving rapid drying. With less use of plastic and metal fittings in the case, you can pile up many 
boards without scratching.

Innovative BOARD GUARD is made from wetsuit material, 
which is highly breathable!

The board is easy to put 
away and take out due 
to the excellent storage 
method.

Side slide system

■ Ventilation increases
Wetsuit material is highly 
breathable

There are a number of vents to CR 

rubber and it is stuck to the lining 

with super stretch material.

Water
drop

The used parts enable the 
stacking of multiple boards 
without scratches!

Central mesh double pocket

Side slide system

Wetsuit material shoulder 
pad(It is the same color as 
the board guard!)

[Delta Strap]
Sole guard becomes stress free

Foldable and 
stored compactly 
when not in use.

Sole guard

It is a most basic sole guard made by blp. It is made of high quality wetsuit material with a shoulder strap. As we minimize the use of plastic 
parts and metal fittings, it means that you can stack multiple boards without any scratches. As the shoulder pad is the same color as the sole 
guard, it will look great.

Both sides of nose and tail 
are  guarded with nylon!!

A very convenient 
handle, which can 
be useful at the 
t ime of  s tor ing 
nose!

Use of plastic is 
minimized!

Wetsuit material shoulder pad(It is the same color as the board guard!)

[Double edge guard]
Side portion is made up of double layers so it firmly 
guards the edges!

Bigger nose and tail guards give 
secure protection for the edges of the board.
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HAMMER FREE SOLE GUARD
B323  size ： FREE・151 ～ 169㎝   

SOLE GUARD FUN

POWDER BOARD PROTECTER

Fit for POWDER BOARD and FISH BOARD!

NJB【NINJYA BLACK】is  
shinny black color!

B328  size ： Ｍ・138 ～ 153㎝ Ｌ・153 ～ 173㎝      

B390  size ： FREE 152 ～ 166㎝      

BLK.CMB

BLK

NJB

W.CAMO G.CAMO B.ICE

B.ICE

P.ICE

FUN.BLUE

Free style and specially made for hammerhead

Both sides of nose and tail 
are guarded with nylon!!

Use of plastic is minimized!

"Double edge guard"

Both sides of nose and tail 
are guarded with nylon!!

[Double edge guard]
Side portion is made up of double layers so it firmly 
guards the edges!

All the functions of popular series “SOLE GUARD NEO” have been incorporated into this design! It’s a colorful model, with different colors for 
different parts such as the nose, tail, sole surface, deck surface and the back!!
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SPECIALS
PU SOFT BOARD CASE

SOLE GUARD KIDS
B340J   size ：128 ～ 138㎝  

FREE SIZE

Pro Rider's Photo

FREE STYLE KNIT BOARD CASE BLK
NRD

NATIVE

KNIT BOARD GUARD

NATIVE

BLK W.CAMO G.CAMO L.GRN BLKSTP

B346  
NATIVE ： 136 ～ 145㎝

Foldable and 
stored compactly 
when not in use

Double edge guard

Center patch made of wetsuit material

B334  size ： length178㎝  and nose widthup to 30㎝   

You can hold the grip of the center 
patch wetsuit material firmly.

BLK is cable stitch knitting

Thick, light weight urethane casing with 3 Velcro straps on the nose center and 
tail of the board.
It can be used as an inner case of a hard case, and is also
ideal as a WAX guard after tune-up!

Strap with cord lock!!

The drawstring allows you to put
the board in and take it out easily.

B336   size ： FREE （up to 170cm）

KIDS SIZE

BLK W CAMO G CAMO BLKCHK

BLK W CAMO G CAMO BLKCHK

Sole Guards and Cases

PU SOFT BOARD CASE KIDS
KIDS size. Also appropriate for mini board.B338   size ： FREE （length 110 ～ 133㎝　width 25㎝）

It is the best product for kids, with all the functions and the same 
material as the “SOLE GUARD NEO” series.

A very convenient 
handle, which can be 
useful at the time of 
storing nose!

[Double edge guard]
Side portion is made up of 
double layers so it firmly 
guards the edges!

Patrizia Kummer and others, Swiss Alpine Snowboarding National Team Pro riders also love it as well!
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FOR ALPINE
ALPINE SOLE GUARD “VERY HAMMER”
B313   size ： S・148 ～ 158㎝   Ｍ・160 ～ 174㎝   Ｌ・178 ～ 190㎝     

BLK W.CAMO SCTBLU B.ICE P.ICE

BLK RED Wカモ

Gカモ P.STP B.CHK

Sole Guard

This is a long-awaited product for Alpine. It is especially made for 
hammerhead. As we minimize the use of plastic
parts or metal fittings, this is the best design, which enables you to 
stack multiple boards without scratching them.

edges!
Both sides of nose and tail are
guarded with nylon!!

A very convenient
handle, which can be
useful at the time of
storing nose!

Wetsuit material shoulder pad
(It is the same color as t he 
board guard!)

[Double edge guard]
Side portion is made up of double layers so it firmly guards the edges!

ALPINE SOLE GUARD Ⅱ
Due to its width and its shape, many kinds of Alpine Boards including hammerhead type boards can be stored in here.

B316 Ⅱ    size ： Ｍ・150 ～ 165㎝    Ｌ・165 ～ 180㎝    

Both sides of nose and tail
are guarded with nylon!!

A very convenient
handle, which can be
useful at the time of
storing nose!

Wetsuit material shoulder pad
(It is the same color as t he board 
guard!)

[Double edge guard]
Side portion is made up of double layers so it firmly guards the edges!

ALPINE KNIT CASE
It fits the Alpine hammerhead board perfectly. It is thick, easy to use and has a 
drawstring type knit case.

B314   size ： FREE (length：200㎝ Nose width up to 27cm）  
BLK

GRBINDY

NRD

BLK is cable stitch knitting

Kentarou Yoshioka and Eri Yanetani

Above photo is of Alexander Payer and the right
photo is of Claudia Riegler. (Both the players are
Australia World Cup professional players.) Many
of the world top pro riders love to use blp Alpine
Sole Guard and other accessories as well!

A central grip made of wetsuit material 
allows you to hold it firmly!!
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KNIT SKI BAND SKI BAND
BLS004　size ：FREE B830　size ：FREE

MIX.CHK

MIX.CHKBLK W.CAMO B.ICE

SCTBLU SCTPNK ORGSTP

INDY NATIVE BLK NRD D.CHK W.CAMO G.CAMO PNKDOTLEO

SKI ITMES
SKI SOLE GUARD
B385　size ：S(145-158)・M(160-173)・L（185-195GS）
color : BLK・W.CAMO・B.ICE・MIXCHK・SCTBLU・SCTPNK・ORGSTP
This is a popular sole guard specially designed for skiing, which consists of one set of two pieces. It’s incredibly easy to mount 
as skis can be put on one by one. It firmly protects the board, as the wetsuit material is great for elasticity and is easy to handle. 
Additionally the most important edge round is completely guarded! Everything can be stored together and the shoulder belt can 
also be removed. As it is made from wetsuit material, if it gets dirty, it’s also possible to wash. You can wash it immediately and it 
dries really fast too, which is a great added bonus. More color variations added.

Tail guard protects 

the tail!!

N o s e  g u a r d  t o 
protect the nose!!

Double edge guard to 
protect the edge!!

Removable shoulder belt with pad.

Ski stocks can be fastened by 
wrapping them with the Velcro 
band!

The most suitable ski band to carry skis! It has a colorful grip that’s never been made before. 
Even though it’s small, it’s eye-catching, with a great fashionable pattern.

Ski bands using knit material. Ski bands using wetsuit material.

Applicable board width 
approximately  9cm to 
12.5cm

Applicable board width approximately  9cm to 12.5cm

2pcs set 2pcs set
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SKI ITMES
SKI CASE

FAT SKI SOLE GUARD
B386　size ：175-190cm     color : BLK・W.CAMO

W.CAMO

Ski stocks can also be stored together.

Lining is also black.

BLK(Black)

This case is exclusively made for wide style skis!
You can put them on one by one. It has a detachable shoulder strap.

Nose width up to 14.5cm

SKI CASE MINI ＆ JR

B388　size ：S(140-155cm)・M(155-173cm)     color : BLK・MIXCHK・SCT.PNK・SCT.BLU・G.CAMO・W.CAMO

B370　size ：S(100-120cm)・M(120-140cm)     color : BLKCHK・SCT.PNK・SCT.BLU

Easy-to-use drawstring type!!
It has a double guard from snow, by 
using a marginal cloth on the inside.

Ski stocks can also be put together.

As the rope has a small
lock, it can be tied 
compactly.

A marginal cloth that 
protects skis from snow

A lining with vivid colors and 
packing is enjoyable.

Perfect for short skis or junior size skis.

SCT.BLU(Scott blue)

SCT.BLU(Scott blue)BLK.CHK(Black check)

G.CAMO(Green CAMO) W.CAMO(White CAMO)

MIX.CHK(Mix check)

SCT.PINK(Scott pink)

SCT.PINK(Scott pink)

BLK(Black)

This is a case used exclusively for skis!! Sturdy, lightweight and waterproof, 
made from 210-denier nylon that is used on both sides.

It can be shipped to a ski resort as it is!!

Pocket for accessories!

The base is  made of  wetsuit 
material and honeycomb material 
that protects the board from 
shock when placed on the ground.

Easy to put in and take out of your snowboard with 

large open zipper!

Clear pocket to put the shipping label 
and business card in (also useful to put 
warranty card in!)

NEW

FREE STYLE SKI RIDER : TAKUMI OKAMURA
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TUNE UP ITEMS

WAX SET

HAYATE SNOW WAX

B640

HB07    BASE WAX(70g) HB09    SNOW WAX(70g) HB55    GRF WAX(70g)
-5℃～ 10℃ -7℃～ 10℃ -7℃～ 7℃

Waxing Iron
B592  size：110 × 170 × 110mm  
E a s y  g r i p  s h a p e  a l l o w s  y o u  w a x 
smoothly. The temperature control can 
go from 100°C to 160°C if needed.

One-Year Warranty

This is a WAX, which can 
bring durability to your 
board and increases your 
p e r f o r m a n c e  j u s t  b y 
applying as a base gliding 
WAX.

BASE

This  WAX is  made up 
of fluorine compounds, 
w h i c h  d e l i v e r s  s u p e r 
gliding performance in 
all snow conditions and 
temperatures.

Gliding
Fluorine

T h i s  W A X  i s  m a d e  b y 
combining high fluorine and 
special silicon, which delivers 
super gliding performance in 
all snow conditions.

Silicon
GlidingFluorine

CHIP WAX BASE

E a s y  t o  u s e 
g r a n u l a r  h o t 
wax!!

B959W（350g）
B960W（1kg  business use）

Waxing Paper
size ： 250 × 148mm
B958   25 sheets
B958G   100 sheets・business use

Use of high-quality non-
woven fabric.

B950     WAX SET (8 items)

Product Name Brand
Iron blp
BASEWAX HAYATE
Scraper NO NAME
Nylon Brush blp
Cork N blp
A set of 10 sheets blp
Tune up gloves NO NAME
Wax bag blp

TUNE UP APRON TUNE UP BAGS
B949
s i z e ： 1 5 0 × 2 5 0 ×
150mm
color：W CAMO 

Scraper CR Scraper MD Scraper DL
B940C　color：CLR
size ： 150 × 50 × 4mm

B941C　color：CLR
size ： 250 × 50 × 4mm

B945D　color：CLR
size ： 150 × 50 × 4mm

with case
with case with case

Finishing Cloth Set
B926H
size：145 × 100mm 
thickness 8mm

A two-piece set of color fiber cloths. 
Used for the final finishing touch up.

Cork N Cork MD Cork F
B931N
size ： 90 × 65 × 35mm

B931M
size ： 130 × 45 × 35mm

B933F
size ： 120 × 55 × 45mm

High quality cork, cut in 
an ideal size, enabling 
smooth waxing.

Made with the eas iness  of 
natural cork in mind.

High quality cork attached with felt fabric 
for the finishing touch.

Edge Sharpener Mini
B813
size ： 60 × 55 × 23mm
With this you can adjust the angle 
of your board edge to 88° and 90°.

Repair P-TEX
B982

It is an essential item for board repair.

Nylon Brush
B905N　size ： 120 × 75mm
Height :23mm　
Brush length：15mm

with case

High f lex ib i l i ty 
nylon is used. It 
has the ideal size 
for use.

Horse Hair Brush

with case

B901M　size ： 120 × 75mm
Height :23mm　
Brush length：10mm

H i g h  q u a l i t y 
h o r s e h a i r  i s 
used. It has the 
ideal size for use.

BOA Brush
B903B　size ： 120 × 75mm
Height :23mm　
Brush length：10mm
G o o d  q u a l i t y 
B O A  i s  u s e d . 
The best brush 
t o  t u n e  u p  a 
snowboard. with case

Bronze Brush
B904B　size ： 120 × 75mm
Height :23mm　
Brush length：10mm
Carefully selected 
bronze is used. It is 
perfect for delicate 
structure.

with case
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EASY TO PUT ♪

シートの円周 126cm ～。
10㎝程伸びます。

High quality wetsuit material is used, so it fits perfectly to the 
seat without slipping. Jersey material will stick on the front 
surface. The back has a soft rubber material so won’t slip.

34㎝

72㎝

150㎝

BLK

W ｶﾓ

WCAMO

G ｶﾓ

BLK.CHK

BLK.CHK BLK.DOT

MIX.CHKPOPCHK

POPCHK

CAR SEAT COVER

Repair P-TEX

Double Pocket Car Seat Cover
WB21
 size ：FREE

For a comfortable and convenient snow 
drive!Cover made with luxury wetsuit 
material that fits any type of car seat.

With pockets on the left and 
right to keep small things, this 
is super convenient

Excellent fit as it is made from 
wetsuit material!

You won’t mind dirty or wet 
seats!

The same color as the mat

Supports any type of car!

Easy to remove and install, and 
it keeps its shape

Fits any kind of seat as the rubber 
is on back of the head cover!!

On the back, it can be fit 
by a big buckle with just 
one touch!!

You can store drinks, mobiles, 
sunglasses, parking tickets or any 
other small items.

High quality wetsuit material is 
used, so it fits perfectly to the seat 
without slipping. Jersey material 
will stick on the front surface. The 
back has a soft rubber material so 
won’t slip.

It’s ok to get into the car even with 
snow sticking to you or with wet 
clothing, as it’s easy to clean.

A 60 × 60cm mat is 
also included. Area 
below feet can also 
be kept clean.

It is possible to fit to front seat of 
any type of car. Even if the seat belt 
hook is cut with scissors, it won’t 
come loose. It can be customized.

Y o u  c a n  r e m o v e  a n d 
fasten the rubber belt with 
the buckle, which wraps 
around the entire seat. You 
don’t need to worry about 
dislocation when getting in 
or out of the car.

Patent Registration
 NO.3131455

Side pockets on 
both sides

POINT ❶ POINT ❷

Ⅱ
Feature1

Feature 2

Feature 3

Feature 4

Feature 5

Feature 6

3Way Car Seat Cover WB30      size ：FREE     

Same color as the mat
A 60 × 60cm mat is also included. Area below feet can be kept 
clean.

55㎝

126㎝

150㎝

(1) Fold back
(2) Attach with Velcro
(3) Easy mounting by putting 
on head

There is a Velcro tape on 
the back.

Can be put vertically 
on rear seat

Can be put 
horizontally on 
rear seat

Patent Registration

 NO.3131276
Driver’s seat or 
passenger seat.
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